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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
In early 2010, officials in the Village of Medina and the Towns of
Ridgeway and Shelby jointly received New York State Local Government
Efficiency (LGE) grants to study ways the governments could streamline
operations through shared services and/or consolidation opportunities1.
This report presents the findings and recommendations developed as a
result of the project funded by these grants.
This report outlines alternatives for delivering services and functions as
identified by the Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Shared Services, Town
Merger and Village Dissolution Feasibility Study Committee. The Study
Committee was assisted by the study consultant, the Center for
Governmental Research.
This Options Report builds upon the earlier “What Exists Report,” issued
in fall 2010, which describes how the Village and Towns currently provide
municipal services. It also builds upon extensive work by five subcommittees, which met many times between fall 2010 and winter 2011 to
examine key areas in greater detail. Sub-committees were established in
five areas:
DPW/Highway
Fire and Ambulance
Economic Development / Water / Sewer
Police
Building Usage
As a result of the sub-committee process, the Study Committee reached
the following major conclusions:
1. It does not make sense to consider dissolving the Village while leaving
the two Towns intact.

1

Throughout this Options Report the term “sub-region” will frequently be used to refer to
the area that encompasses the Village of Medina and Towns of Ridgeway and Shelby. In
western Orleans County the word “region” generally refers to the area of the County
encompassing not only Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby, but also the Town of Yates.
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The Village of Medina is divided approximately in half by the two
towns. Accordingly, dissolving the Village would split Village
operations between the Town governments. Splitting operations (e.g.,
police, ambulance, street maintenance, water maintenance, sewage
treatment, etc.) would be an inefficient way to serve the sub-region’s
urban core. If, alternatively, one Town or the other annexed the portion
of the Village that is outside its current boundaries in order to keep
Village municipal operations from being split, this would have a
serious fiscal impact on the other Town. The Town of Shelby would
lose 42% of its taxable assessed valuation if it no longer included its
portion of the Village. Conversely, if Ridgeway’s portion of the
Village were to be annexed by Shelby, then Ridgeway would lose 44%
of its taxable assessed valuation. The results of such a change would
be dramatic cost and tax shifts and changes in operations that would
likely harm the community rather than improve it.
2. It does not make sense to consolidate the two Towns and keep the
Village intact in the middle.
Doing so would not allow the overall community to make significant
efficiency gains in operations. There would be some benefit by
consolidating the Towns, primarily from combining the town boards,
and town zoning boards and planning boards. However, combining
just the Towns would forgo scale and other efficiencies inherent in
including the much larger Village government. Put another way,
merging only the Towns would miss the opportunity to incorporate
Village operations that serve the 52% of the area’s population that
resides within Village boundaries.
3. Study Committee members do not recommend, at this point in time,
changing the boundaries defining the areas served by the four existing
fire services.
The Committee’s conclusion is that there would be little benefit to
changing existing fire service boundaries at this time. Some
equipment and service efficiencies can occur by increasing, over time,
a shared services approach for fire services, but the major
opportunities for streamlining local governments exist in other
operations and services as identified in this report.
With these three conclusions as a background, the sub-committees and the
overall Study Committee organized our findings and recommendations by
focusing on two approaches:
Heightened shared services (i.e., going beyond current service
sharing while keeping the three existing governments)
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Consolidation of all three governments into a single entity.
Heightened Shared Services
This approach involves retaining the three separate governments but
moving forward with consolidating functions or better managing costs and
delivery of services as an integrated group. Governments would work
together, and where appropriate, would enter into inter-municipal
agreements (IMAs) in order to:
Achieve economies of scale in municipal operations
Reduce personnel, equipment and facilities costs
Enhance economic development opportunities through more
coordinated planning and by sharing the community’s water and
sewer infrastructure assets to benefit everyone in the sub-region.
Consolidation into a Single Entity
This approach is based on assuming the three governments are merged
into a single government. The two viable options would be to create either
a single town or a single city. Either option will require a significant
community effort to merge operations, and separate votes in each Town
and the Village would have to be taken and approved in order to create a
single unified government. However, merging the governments would
result in annual efficiency savings of from $205,000 to $410,000. Once
the state AIM consolidation incentive funding becomes an additional
revenue to the community, taxpayers in all three entities would benefit
from the consolidation. Additional property tax reductions are projected if
the city option is pursued because of additional revenues available to cities
under current state law.

Efficiency Opportunities
As the Study Committee was developing the recommendations offered in
this report, the Committee tried to identify changes that would clearly
improve how services are currently being provided within the three
governments. In many cases, it was possible to identify specific cost
reductions, tied to efficiencies such as a reduction of personnel, reduction
of duplicate equipment and better sharing of facilities. Saving costs, along
with increasing revenues, will clearly help reduce the burden of property
taxes in the community.
The Committee also identified opportunities to improve how services are
delivered or important policy decisions are made and resources allocated,
even though it was not possible to identify specific cost reductions at this
time. For example, a key recommendation is to create agreements
between each Town and the Village for the sharing of water and sewer
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infrastructure in ways that would benefit the entire community by
improving opportunities for economic development. The Committee
could not define a specific cost or revenue benefit at this time, because the
specific benefit won’t be known until an economic development project
actually occurs as a result. However, there was universal agreement
among Town and Village leaders and County economic development
professionals that creating these inter-municipal agreements would clearly
improve the community’s ability to attract new business development.
To conclude, the Committee believes that even where it is not possible to
quantify cost reduction at this time, that services would be enhanced by
implementing the Committee’s recommendations.

A Special Issue for the Community
Numerous Study Committee recommendations involve greater use of what
is referred to by residents as “City Hall” at 600 Main Street. The building,
which serves as the Medina Village Hall, is used for key Village
municipal functions. Constructed in 1908, City Hall is a notable building
in the Medina historic district and, with the exception of an annex, is
constructed of rock-faced Medina sandstone and round-headed arch
moldings.
The building is currently underutilized. With the termination of Village
court2, the entire second floor of the building is empty, and the third floor
currently houses only two fulltime and one part-time employee and
records storage. There is significant available storage space.
The Study Committee considers City Hall an important community asset
and recommends greater use of the building. At the request of the Building
Usage sub-committee, local architect Mark D’Alba developed as a
community service, a cost estimate and related drawings. The cost
estimate is for what the sub-committee deems essential minimal
improvements in order to utilize the building more effectively while also
meeting requirements for handicapped accessibility (Appendix A includes
the five sub-committee reports. See the Building Usage report for a
breakdown of the City Hall cost estimate).
The proposed improvements:
Building core improvements – an elevator, stair and entrance built
between the main and annex portions of the building. Cost estimate
= $240,900
2

Effective mid-April 2011 the Village of Medina court will terminate and court
operations become the responsibility of the Ridgeway and Shelby Town Courts.
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Restroom improvements – two handicapped accessible lavatories
and associated new corridors. Cost estimate for improvements =
$79,140.
There are various options for the community to seek funding to pay for
these improvements:
1) The State’s Local Government Efficiency (LGE) program
currently awards implementation grants for eligible local
governments consolidating operations (but not just for sharing
services).3 If full consolidation is the ultimate choice of the
community, a grant application could be submitted to the program.
2) If the municipalities fully consolidate the community would, under
current state legislation, be eligible for additional unrestricted state
aid, which would be equivalent to $622,381 in the first year
following consolidation.4 A portion of these and future annual
AIM funds could be used toward building improvements.
3) Local fundraising efforts could also be a source to help offset the
cost of improvements.
A combination of the above options might be employed to fund building
improvements.
The Study Committee believes the community needs to address the issue
of City Hall and its potential role as a part of a municipal campus
regardless of whatever recommendations in the report are ultimately
implemented.

HOW THIS REPORT IS STRUCTURED
Part A: Study Committee Baseline Recommendations
This section identifies the Study Committee’s baseline recommendations
related to areas studied in detail (DPW/highway; fire and ambulance;
economic development / water / sewer; police; and building usage). They
encompass both heightened shared service and full consolidation options.

3

Sample recent LGE implementation grants: $396,000 for the Town of Aurora and the
Village of East Aurora to consolidate both administrative offices into a consolidated
service center with the Aurora Town Public Library; and $200,000 for the Town and
Village of Avon to complete renovations to a new building for a joint court facility.
4
For details on consolidation incentives, see Part A of this report - “Projected Additional
Revenues Due to State ‘New AIM’ Incentive.”
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Baseline recommendations were developed with cost efficiency and
benefits to the community in mind. Some cost efficiencies and benefits
could be achieved in the near term – some will take time. Net cost savings
can only be quantified for those that could be achieved upon
implementation. These are the only net cost savings we show in Part A.
They are based on Fiscal Year 2010 budgets for the Village and each
Town.5
In reading the baseline recommendations it is important to understand the
following:
These recommendations are not just about cost efficiency but also
about aligning and structuring government so that our
communities, which together spend more than $12 million
annually, can operate, over time, more effectively and efficiently.
There are relatively few cost savings that we can identify achieving
simply through heightened shared services. Yet, the most
important benefit we can gain is one that we cannot attach a dollar
figure to today, but which we believe has the potential to position
our community to grow. The Economic Development subcommittee report (see Appendix A) points the way for utilizing the
water and sewer infrastructure in the Village to benefit areas
outside Medina, while at the same time ensuring that Village costs
for providing these services are shared equitably.
Recommendations contained in the Economic Development
subcommittee report are designed to enhance our community’s
overall ability to attract industry and business that can provide
more jobs, lighten the tax burden, serve as a catalyst to improve
property values, and help us reverse a 20-year population decline.
Our baseline recommendations should be viewed as conservative
but realistic. However, when it comes to full consolidation, we
believe it is possible to be even more aggressive. Our more
aggressive savings under a full consolidation approach would be in
addition to what we outline in Part A. The more aggressive
approach is outlined later in the report.
Note: The reports developed by the sub-committees that informed our
baseline recommendations are included in Appendix A.
Additional Fiscal Impacts of Consolidating Three Governments into One

5

FY 2010 budgets are calendar year 2010 for the Towns, and 2009-10 for the Village.
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At the end of Part A we describe additional impacts of consolidating as a
single entity that are associated with the baseline recommendations.
These impacts appear under the following headings:
1) Additional Savings
o Personnel
o Other
2) What Would Happen to Village Gross Utilities Revenue?
3) How Would Consolidation Impact Court Expenditures?
4) Estimated Legal and Transition Costs
5) What Would Not Be Affected by Consolidating as a Single Entity?
6) Projected Additional Revenues Due to State’s “New AIM”
Incentive
Part B: Study Committee Aggressive Recommendations
This section outlines the more aggressive cost savings the Study
Committee has identified under full consolidation. While these are
classified as “aggressive”, the Committee believes that, over time, as
various functions are consolidated, operational efficiencies will allow for
additional common sense reductions of personnel through attrition, which
will produce the additional savings identified.
Part C: Fiscal and Tax Impact
This section shows the fiscal and tax impact of both heightened shared
services and consolidation as a single entity (i.e., town or city). The annual
savings and associated tax rate savings (baseline and aggressive
approaches) are provided.
Part D: Implementation Considerations
This section briefly describes steps the community would need to take,
depending upon the approach the Village and two Town boards ultimately
decide to pursue.
Part E: Addendum on Fire/Ambulance Services
This section outlines the impact of consolidation on the Town of Yates
and Village of Lyndonville as a result of any changes to the structure of
the Medina Fire Department.
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Appendices
This section consists of:
Appendix A – Sub-committee Final Reports6
Appendix B – Sample relevant inter-municipal agreements
Appendix C – Overview chart of local laws and ordinances
Appendix D – Public presentations
Appendix E – Public feedback

PART A
Study Committee Baseline
Recommendations
The recommendations in Part A summarize specific baseline changes
recommended by the Study Committee. The type of change specified is
indicated as one of the following:
x

Shared service – where Village and Town governments remain as
separate units but personnel, equipment and/or facilities are shared
in ways that reduce tax burdens and create operating efficiencies.

x

Functional consolidation – where the three governments remain as
separate units, but one or more functions are combined under one
government, yielding cost and/or service efficiencies.

x

Full consolidation – where three governments effectively merge.

Shared services and functional consolidations can be considered without
fundamentally altering Village and Town government. Consolidating all
three governments would require public referendums in Medina,
Ridgeway and Shelby.
Some of the recommendations apply only to the Study Committee’s
heightened shared services approach, some only to a full consolidation
(single entity) approach, and some to both. (See “Change Option
Potential” sub-head for each recommendation.)

6

The Economic Development sub-committee report includes a special memorandum of
agreement (MOU). The Police sub-committee report includes the Orleans County
Sheriff’s estimate for providing police services within the Village comparable to those
now provided by the Medina Police Department. The Building Usage sub-committee
report includes a local realtor’s estimate of the fair market value of the Village Clerk’s
Building and the Ridgeway Town Hall. The cost estimate for adding an elevator and
handicapped accessible bathrooms at City Hall is also included in the Building Usage
sub-committee report.
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 1
Description:

Have one water / sewer department for operations

Type of Change:

Functional consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Improved service delivery because selected staff would be
dedicated to function.
No direct cost reductions in short term, but longer term, cost
reductions are likely because better system delivery decisions
will be made by dedicated staff.
Sub-region would have built-in back-up since water/sewer staff
would all have to have required licenses
All communities have access to water/sewer equipment
regardless of where it is located

Inter-relationship with:

DPW/ Highway 2 (centralized water billing)

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Full Consolidation
Yes

Governance Distinction

Consolidate in Village

No difference – Town or City

Staffing:

1 water/sewer lead person, 2 other employees

Equipment:

Maintain all existing equipment except sell small duplicate
equipment (see DPW/Highway 7).

Operational:

Recommendation does not include wastewater treatment, a service
that is outsourced. If water main break occurs or other project
requires additional staff, other DPW/Highway staff deployed

Facility:

Locate staff in smaller of 2 main buildings on Medina DPW site

Other Implementation
Considerations

Under heightened shared services, IMA needed
covering how staff will be paid, how facility costs allocated, and
how this functional group would work with elected boards.

Future Potential

Service delivery and equipment efficiencies likely due to
standardization of delivery throughout the sub-region.

Net Cost Savings:

None short term
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 2
Description:

Centralize water billing

Type of Change:

Functional consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
More efficient service delivery
Eliminates duplicate manual system in one town
Builds in backup for staff trained in water billing
With the exception of where Town residents send their water
payments, residents will not see any difference in this service

Inter-relationship with:

DPW/ Highway 1 (one water-sewer department)

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Full Consolidation
Yes

Governance Distinction

Consolidate in Village

No difference – Town or City

Staffing:

2 FTE

Equipment:

May or may not need to purchase software package, depending on
how billing information can be transferred.

Operational:

All customers to be billed quarterly, but different groups of
customers to be billed in different months.

Facility:

Heightened Shared Services = Village Clerk’s Building
Full consolidation – see Building Usage 2

Other Implementation
Considerations

Under heightened shared services, IMA needed

Future Potential

NA

Net Cost Savings:

$10,000
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 3
Description:

Have scheduled early shift

Type of Change:

Shared service

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Eliminates system whereby during November to April
timeframe, three governments have an MEO on “snow watch”
Eliminates some scenarios whereby “snow watch” + “regular
shift” can involve up to 13-hour work day (OT + straight time)
Staff on “early shift” would have assigned tasks, including
snow watch, and would go home at the end of 8 hours unless
needed to work overtime for snow removal duties

Inter-relationship with:

N/A

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Full Consolidation
Yes

Governance Distinction

Rotate responsibility

No difference – Town or City

Staffing:

1 to 2 MEOs – instead of 3
Early shift would typically involve two staff members, but there
are times (e.g., month of March) when one staff member may be
all that is needed

Equipment:

N/A

Operational:

At a minimum, schedule early shift during winter season (e.g.,
November –April) and rotate responsibility between governments.
One option would be a weekly rotation but other options can be
considered.

Facility:

N/A

Other Implementation
Considerations

Union negotiations occur in 2011 (for Ridgeway in 2012).
Village / Town attorneys to assess need to negotiate.

Future Potential

Net cost savings estimate is based on total of 162 hours of OT
saved based on $21 an hour base rate for an MEO. Since there has
been no tracking of overtime that would have been saved on days
when there is no snow to plow, the cost savings estimate is
intentionally conservative. Actual net cost savings likely higher.

Net Cost Savings:

$5,100
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 4
Description:

Centralize maintenance for DPW, Highway, police, ambulance
and other government-owned rolling stock

Type of Change:

Full consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Providing maintenance on a dedicated basis is more efficient
Puts more emphasis on preventive maintenance
Would result in 1 parts department instead of 3
Would mean one oil source (and containment place) – not 3
Could send mechanics for training to do electronic repairs,
potentially saving in future on some outsourced repairs

Inter-relationship with:

Building Usage 2 (full consolidation)

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No
Note: see “future potential” below

Governance Distinction

Full Consolidation
Yes

No difference – Town or City

Staffing:

1 Chief of Maintenance + 1 mechanic

Equipment:

See “other implementation considerations”

Operational:

Large building at Medina DPW location has a heated portion that
can accommodate new maintenance bay.

Facility:

Utilize large building at Medina DPW location.

Other Implementation
Considerations

Create custom maintenance bay.
(One-time cost estimate: about $100,000)

Future Potential

Heightened Shared Services: It is not possible today to determine
what the Towns spend on MEOs to perform maintenance duties
because costs are not tracked in a way that would allow such a
breakout. Thus, it is not possible to estimate what the Towns might
gain if they had access to dedicated maintenance staff. Since the
Village has a mechanic on staff, the Committee suggests the
Towns explore contracting with the Village for some maintenance
services and assess the impact for potential future savings.
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Net Cost Savings:

Full Consolidation Approach: While initial savings are small (e.g.,
one parts department, one oil source and containment area,
bringing some repair costs inside instead of outsourcing), the real
value will occur over time due to regular preventive maintenance,
standardization of equipment, and deployment of personnel more
effectively.
.
$ 10,000
(Less $100,000 one-time expense for maintenance bay)
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 5
Description:

Restructure DPW/Highway Leadership

Type of Change:

Full consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
DPW/Highway operations represent the largest single
expenditure area across the 3 governments ($2.7 million
annually not including staff time budgeted to employees’ water
and sewer responsibilities), and full consolidation would allow
for significantly more administrative oversight than can exist
under the current structure, where superintendents must be
heavily involved in providing services.
Greater administrative oversight would allow for tracking
equipment usage and identifying optimal use of equipment –
something that does not currently exist.
Better equipment tracking (e.g., fuel, mileage, hours used) will
better inform future equipment decision making.

Inter-relationship with:

DPW/Highway 1 & 4 (1 water/sewer dept. & centralize maint.)

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No

Full Consolidation
Yes

Appointed top leader – Town or City

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

1 Superintendent (or commissioner), 1 Deputy, 1 DPW Deputy,
1 Water / Sewer Lead (see DPW / Highway 1)

Equipment:

NA

Operational:

Top leader would be administrator with oversight responsibility for
three departments (highway, water/sewer operations,
maintenance), and determine how to deploy staff.

Facility:

Superintendent (or commissioner) based at Shelby Town Hall.

Other Implementation
Considerations

Need new job descriptions for these positions.
As part of a consolidation plan put before voters include having
appointed highway superintendent (or commissioner).

Future Potential

NA

Net Cost Savings:

$25,000
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 6
Description:

Have one FTE clerical support for top administrator

Type of Change:

Full consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Providing dedicated clerical support would enable the top
public works administrator to manage more effectively, since
the administrator would have oversight over a multi-million
dollar budget.
Funds are currently expended for some clerical support for
DPW / Highway administration, but dedicated, focused support
is needed if all 3 governments become one.

Inter-relationship with:

DPW/Highway 5 (restructure leadership)

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No

Full Consolidation
Yes
No difference – Town or City

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

1 FTE Clerical Support Person

Equipment:

Utilize existing equipment

Operational:

Recommend co-locating clerical support with top administrator

Facility:

Co-locate with top administrator at Shelby Town Hall

Other Implementation
Considerations

NA

Future Potential

NA

Net Cost Savings:

$0.00

Net Additional Cost:

$28,000
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Recommendation – DPW/Highway 7
Description:

Keep all major pieces of equipment, but sell small duplicate
equipment

Type of Change:

Full consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Keeping major pieces of equipment ensures the sub-region will
have adequate backup to provide needed services
Assessing which duplicate, incidental equipment is not needed
can free up space and provide one-time additional revenue

Inter-relationship with:

DPW – HWY 5 (restructure leadership)

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No

Full Consolidation
Yes
No difference – Town or City

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

NA

Equipment:

NA

Operational:

Assess what is not needed and would have value if sold.

Facility:

NA

Other Implementation
Considerations

NA

Future Potential

Future major equipment purchases can be informed by knowing
the number of hours each piece of equipment is run annually.
Though not currently available, that information could be available
if there was a single department with dedicated administrative
leadership and clerical support.
.
$10,000 - $20,000 (one-time savings)

Net Cost Savings:
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Recommendation – FIRE 1
Description:

Create a fire district for the area within the current Village
boundaries, create a not-for-profit ambulance service to serve
the region, and create an ambulance district.

Type of Change:

Full consolidation – where the consolidated entity is a town

Benefits:

Based on CGR research:
The process involved is essentially a legal process, not one
that involves physical change.
The overall system does not have to cost more than it does
today – and in time, there is potential for cost savings.
How residents in the Village access fire services would be
unchanged.
How residents in the western region of Orleans County
access ambulance service would be unchanged.
The existing staff and assets of the Medina Fire Department
would remain in their current location.
The retirement benefits of the paid career firefighters in the
Village would be protected.
Instead of stipends for volunteer “callmen” in the Medina
F.D., volunteers would benefit from the state’s Length of
Service Award Program (LOSAP).
There could be non-municipal employees of the ambulance
service, which would provide more flexibility regarding
future staffing than exists today.
Concerns about liability for the new consolidated town
regarding providing fire services in the Village and
ambulance services in the region could be eliminated.
Third-party billing for ambulance service could continue.
There would be clear accountability for what it costs to
provide fire services in the Village and ambulance service in
the region.
If there is a difference in the revenues provided by offering
ambulance in the region and the cost to provide the service
(which is not known today) any additional tax (expected to
be zero to pennies per $1,000 assessed valuation) would be
borne by the communities that benefit from the service.

Inter-relationship with:

NA

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No

Full Consolidation
Yes
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Applicable for town, not for a city

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

Paid career staff in the Medina Fire Department transfer to the
Medina Fire District. The not-for-profit ambulance service
contracts with the Medina Fire District to provide personnel for the
ambulance service.

Equipment:

The Village’s fire fighting assets transfer for $1 to the Medina Fire
District. Village ambulance assets transfer to the town for a $1.
Town contracts with the ambulance service to provide ambulance
service within the town, and one provision of the contract calls for
ambulance assets to be leased by the town to the ambulance
service for $1. Bottom line: no physical movement of equipment
involved.

Operational:

The new town creates the fire district and appoints the first board.
An election would then be held to elect the fire board.

Facility:

Since the new consolidated town would own the building (City
Hall) from which the Medina Fire District would provide fire
services to the existing Village (and via contract also ambulance
services to the region), the consolidated town would lease space to
the fire district for a nominal amount (e.g., cost of operating the
space.)

Other Implementation
Considerations

As part of making the changes, elected leaders may
wish to consider having a staffing study done. One approach could
be to mirror the recent staffing study in Albion, which involved
both the Village of Albion Fire Department and the volunteer
ambulance service known as COVA (Central Orleans Volunteer
Ambulance).
To assist with making the transition, the field office of the Bureau
of EMS-Operations would be helpful. The regional field office is
in Buffalo.
Utilizing an attorney skilled in conducting municipal transitions for
fire and ambulance services and who also knows public health law
is recommended.

Future Potential

Already covered as part of “benefits” above.

Net Cost Savings:

$0.00

Net Additional Cost:

$3,000 - $5,000 to transfer ambulance operating authority
One –time legal fees are addressed later in Part A under
“Estimated Legal and Transition Costs.”
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Recommendation – FIRE 2
Description:

The existing Village Medina Fire Department becomes a city
fire department per a new city charter. Operating authority
for the ambulance service is transferred from the Village to the
city.

Type of Change:

Full consolidation – where the consolidated entity is a city

Benefits:

Based on CGR research:
Residents of the existing Village would see no change in
how they receive fire service.
Residents of the region would see no change in how they
receive ambulance service.
Fire company service areas in the sub-region could continue
unchanged.
Billing for ambulance service could continue to be handled
as it is today – through third-party billing service.
The process of transferring operating authority to provide
ambulance service from the Medina Fire Department to a
new city fire department would involve a simple process.
Existing Medina Fire Department paid career staff would
become city fire department employees, making them
eligible for retirement and benefits.
Instead of stipends for volunteer “callmen” in the Medina
F.D., volunteers would benefit from the state’s Length of
Service Award Program (LOSAP).
NA

Inter-relationship with:
Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No

Full Consolidation
Yes
Applicable for city, not a city

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

NA

Equipment:

Transferred by the Village to the city fire department for nominal
amount.

Operational:

The city would have an operating agreement with the three existing
volunteer fire companies in the sub-region (Shelby, East Shelby
and Ridgeway) regarding which company responds and when. This
model could follow one that exists in the City of Rome NY, which
contracts with two volunteer companies in the outlying areas of the
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city because they can typically respond faster. Once the Rome FD
arrives on scene, the Rome FD takes over.
Facility:

Fire and ambulance services now housed at Medina “City Hall”
could remain where they are today.

Other Implementation
Considerations

As part of making the changes, elected leaders may
wish to consider having a staffing study done. One approach could
be to mirror the recent staffing study in Albion, which involved
both the Village of Albion Fire Department and the volunteer
ambulance service known as COVA (Central Orleans Volunteer
Ambulance).
To assist with making the transition, the field office of the Bureau
of EMS-Operations would be helpful. The regional field office is
in Buffalo.
Utilizing an attorney skilled in conducting municipal transitions for
fire and ambulance services and who also knows public health law
is recommended.

Future Potential

As attrition occurs in city fire department paid staff, elected leaders
could use the results of a staffing study to inform future hiring
decisions.

Net Cost Savings:

$0.00

Net Additional Cost:

$3,000 - $5,000 to transfer ambulance operating authority
One –time legal fees are addressed later in Part A under
“Estimated Legal and Transition Costs.”
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Recommendation – ECON 1
Description:

Endorse the pursuit and execution of foundation and developer
agreements described below
A legally executed agreement (foundation agreement) would
address in detail how and at what cost Shelby can access sewer and
water services from the Village of Medina and, among other
matters, who is responsible for engineering, connections,
infrastructure, etc.
The foundation agreement would lead to a second legally executed
agreement between Shelby and the developer, known as the
developer agreement. This agreement would be used by the
Orleans County IDA when asked by prospective developers about
cost and procedure to access sewer/water services in the Shelby
Town-outside-Village. The developer agreement, in turn, would
detail how Shelby will provide sewer/water services to the project
developer – and also at what cost and under what terms and
conditions.
Once the Village and Shelby have reached final agreement,
identical foundation and developer agreements should be executed
for Ridgeway.

Type of Change:

Shared services

Benefits:

Identified by the sub-committee:
Creates a process, endorsed by all 3 governments, whereby
commercial growth can occur outside the Village, yet the
Village will receive appropriate compensation that reflects
taxpayer investment in water and sewer infrastructure
Creates a community approach to development
Eliminates the most significant barrier to improving the
economic development climate – the provision of sewer service
outside Village boundaries
Utilizes available sewer capacity in the Village by allowing the
towns to purchase a percentage of sewer capacity from the
Village.
Avoids future contentious debate over proposed projects

Inter-relationship with:

NA
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Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Full Consolidation
Yes
See “Other Implementation
Considerations”
No difference – Town or City

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

NA

Equipment:

NA

Operational:

NA

Facility:

NA

Other Implementation
Considerations

Both the Village and Shelby boards have approved a MOU that
establishes the framework for further discussion designed to result
in the foundation and developer agreements. These agreements
would apply under a fully consolidated government structure.

Future Potential

Helps position the overall community to grow.

Net Cost Savings:

TBD

Net Additional Cost:

Taking the MOU to the next step will involve hiring an
engineering consultant, a one-time cost.
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Recommendation – ECON 2
Description:

Have a joint planning / zoning / code enforcement process

Type of Change:

Shared services

Benefits:

Identified by the sub-committee:
Streamlines the zoning and planning process, which is a plus
when developers look to expand in the sub-region
Puts a community focus on zoning and planning

Inter-relationship with:

NA

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Full Consolidation
Yes
No difference – Town or City

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

Affects clerical support staffing only; no dollar savings assumed
but support would become more focused

Equipment:

Utilize existing

Operational:

Will have 2 boards (planning and zoning) instead of 6 total

Facility:

Co-locate the 3 code enforcement officers in City Hall

Other Implementation:
Considerations

Under shared services, IMA would be developed

Future Potential

Helps position the overall community to grow.

Net Cost Savings:

$15,000
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Recommendation – ECON 3
Description:

Maintain the existing agreement between Medina and the
Niagara County Water District (NCWD)

Type of Change:

Full consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Per the NYS Department of State legal counsel’s office, if the
Towns and Village consolidate, consolidation law would
permit Medina to be considered a separate water district,
allowing the agreement with NCWD to continue under existing
terms and conditions. Thus, there would be no change in how
water rates are determined across the community.

Inter-relationship with:

NA

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
NA

Full Consolidation
Yes
No difference – Town or City

Governance Distinction
Staffing:

NA

Equipment:

NA

Operational:

No change

Facility:

NA

Other Implementation:
Considerations

Renegotiation of the contract with NCWD could be pursued as
as an alternative option.

Future Potential

NA

Net Cost Savings:

$0
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Recommendation – Police 1
Description:

Police department and operations remain as a Village
department. Village works with the County Sheriff to identify
operational savings through combined shared services
operations.

Type of Change:

Shared services with the County Sheriff

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Reduced operating costs for the Village
Potential enhanced service to Towns

Inter-relationship with:

NA

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Governance Distinction

NA

Staffing:

Could affect Village P.D. staffing depending on what changes are
made. Can’t estimate savings at this time.

Equipment:

NA

Operational:

Potential for faster response to current Town-outside-Village
residents if the police were sheriff deputies who can respond
outside of the Village borders.

Facility:

Current location unchanged

Other Implementation
Considerations

Would require agreement with the Sheriff and potentially require
re-negotiations of the employee union contract.

Future Potential

Long-term potential for the Village to contract with the Sheriff to
provided complete coverage at lower cost based upon models in
other counties.

Net Cost Savings:

Cannot be projected at this time

Net Additional Costs:

Cannot be projected at this time

Full Consolidation
NA
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Recommendation – Police 2
Description:

Police department and operations remain as an enhanced
service provided to the area within the former Village.
Remaining area outside would keep current Sheriff level
service.

Type of Change:

Full consolidation. Option could work under either the town or
city scenario.

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Keeps current level of police service
Eliminates shifting of costs to those outside the current Village

Inter-relationship with:

Building Usage 2

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
No

Governance Distinction

NA

Full Consolidation
Yes
If Town – need approval to create a
police district. If City – need to
identify dual service zone in charter.

Staffing:

No change – assumes continuation of the P.D. as found in the
Village at the time of government consolidation.

Equipment:

No change – assumes continuation of the P.D. as found in the
Village at the time of government consolidation.

Operational:

Maintains current level of service provided in former Village, paid
for by those in former Village. Level of service and cost for those
outside the former Village not affected by this recommendation.

Facility:

See Building Usage sub-committee report (Appendix A) for
possible building usage for police.

Other Implementation
Considerations.

Will require approval of state legislature for either a town special
district or a city charter that includes service zones.
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Future Potential

Possible efficiencies similar to Recommendation – Police 1.

Net Cost Savings:

Committee assumes no savings at this point in time. However, the
benefit is keeping current level of service without requiring a cost
and tax shift.

Net Additional Costs:

None projected above normal operational cost increases consistent
with past trends.
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Recommendation – Building Usage 1 – Heightened Shared Services
NOTE: This recommendation assumes local fund raising occurs to pay for new elevator and
handicapped bathrooms for City Hall.
Description:

Move offices currently in the Village Clerk’s building to City Hall,
and centralize water billing and code enforcement in City Hall; sell
or lease the Village Clerk’s Building

Type of Change:

Functional consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Greater utilization of City Hall
Revenue from sale of municipal building

Inter-relationship with:

DPW/ Highway 2; ECON 2

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services
Yes

Governance Distinction

NA

Staffing:

See DPW Highway 2; ECON 2

Equipment:

See DPW Highway 2; ECON 2

Operational:

NA

Facility:

See Building Usage sub-committee report for suggested use of
City Hall building under this option (Appendix A).

Other Implementation
Considerations

Minimum upgrades needed for City Hall to accommodate would
include elevator and two handicapped accessible bathrooms
that can be reached via new elevator.

Future Potential

Ridgeway could opt to sell, rather than upgrade, the Ridgeway
Town Hall and purchase the Village Clerks building, Records
storage for the Town could be accommodated next door at City
Hall.

Net Cost Savings:

If Village Clerks Building is sold = $105,000 to $128,000

Net Additional Costs:

Estimate for elevator and bathroom upgrades = $320,040

Full Consolidation
NA
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Recommendation – Building Usage 2 – Full Consolidation
Note: This recommendation assumes some combination of funding (e.g., state grant, use of some
state consolidation incentive dollars, local fund raising) to support upgrades to City Hall.
Description:

Sell Ridgeway Town Hall and, once transition to merged
government complete, decide whether to sell the Village
Clerk’s Building.

Type of Change:

Full consolidation

Benefits:

Identified by sub-committee:
Greater utilization of City Hall
Revenue from sale of municipal building
Allows full consolidation on a functional basis

Inter-relationship with:

All recommendations involving full consolidation

Change Option Potential:

Heightened Shared Services Full consolidation
NA
Yes

Governance Distinction

No difference whether town or city

Staffing:

See all recommendations for which full consolidation applies

Equipment:

NA

Operational:

See Building Usage sub-committee report (Appendix A)

Facility:

See Building Usage sub-committee report (Appendix A)

Other Implementation
Considerations

Minimum upgrades for City Hall to accommodate change would
include an elevator and at least one handicapped accessible
bathroom reachable via the elevator.

Future Potential

Will be a period of transition. Sub-committee recommends keeping
the Village Clerks’ building during the transition period, then
considering whether to sell, lease, or keep the building.

Net Cost Savings:

Estimated revenues from
sale of Ridgeway Town Hall= $123,000 - $150,000

Net Additional Costs:

Estimate for elevator and bathroom upgrades = $320,040
Transition costs are addressed in Part B of this report
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Additional suggestions from the sub-committees
The following additional suggestions were also offered by the subcommittees.

DPW/Highways
Better track equipment needs / usage (e.g., fuel, mileage). This will
inform decision- making about future equipment purchases.
Consider whether there is potential for state CHIPS highway
monies to be used with more flexibility to provide greater value to
the overall community. (For more detail on this topic, see
Appendix A.)

Economic Development
Have Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby update the existing
Comprehensive Plan. The plan, which dates to 2001, was jointly
developed by the Towns of Ridgeway, Shelby and Yates and the
Villages of Medina and Lyndonville. The goal was to complete the
process all the way through development of zoning and subdivision regulations. Some communities have moved forward on
their own while others have not. The original goal was to have had
a “standard” approach, which would help streamline the process
whenever developers look to expand in western Orleans County.
Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby elected officials and code
enforcement officers agree that the Comprehensive Plan is
outdated and needs to be updated.

Building Usage
This sub-committee suggested various options for current
municipal facilities. For details, see Appendix A.

Other Fiscal Impacts of Consolidating Three
Governments into One
This section describes additional impacts of consolidating as a single
entity, based on the baseline recommendations.

Additional Savings
In addition to savings already described in Part A, the Study Committee
identified the following additional savings would result from consolidating
into a single entity. Savings are per FY 2010 budgets for the Village and
Towns.
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Personnel
Chief Executive & Legislature
Total salaries and benefits for the Mayor and Town Supervisors = $32,000
Total salaries and benefits for current 3 boards = $51,000
Total cost = $83,000
Study Committee recommendation: If consolidate into a single entity, have
one elected fulltime manager (Town Supervisor or City Mayor) who
receives $70,000 in salary and benefits. Pay each of 4 board members total
of $2,500 in salary and benefits.
Major benefit: fulltime top oversight
Net cost savings: $ 3,000

Village Clerk-Treasurer / Town Clerk Savings
Total salaries and benefits for the Village Clerk-Treasurer and two Town
Clerks = $198,000
Study Committee recommendations: Under full consolidation the top clerk
position should be appointed, and there would be a need for only one
clerk.
Net cost savings: $103,000

Other Savings Involving Clerk Positions
Consolidation would result in some clerk duties being absorbed as a result
of the reduction in number of municipal governments. Based on Study
Committee analysis:
Net cost savings: $46,000

Other Miscellaneous Savings
The Study Committee also identified four other areas that would generate
savings under full consolidation. Our net cost savings estimates for these
expenditures are:
Auditor = $7,000
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Utilities savings = $5,3007
Attorney = $5,500
Municipal dues = $2,000
Elections = $1,500
Total Miscellaneous Net Cost Savings = $21,300

What Would Happen to Village Gross Utilities
Revenue?
In fiscal year 2010, the Village budgeted revenue of $94,400 from its tax
on utilities. If the consolidated entity became a town, this revenue would
be lost since towns in New York cannot impose gross utilities taxes. If the
consolidated entity became a city, this revenue would be retained.

How Would Consolidation Impact Court
Expenditures?
The Towns, which become totally responsible for all court operations now
handled by the Village (beginning in April 2011), are budgeting8 about
$115,000 for court expenditures in 2011. These would remain local
government expenses if the single entity became a town. If the single
entity became a city this expense would be picked up by New York State,
since city courts are state-funded.

Estimated Legal and Transition Costs
The Study Committee estimates transition costs (e.g., municipal transition
for Medina fire and ambulance; engineering consultant to flesh out
economic development MOU; legal costs to develop IMAs, moving costs)
is approximately $75,000 to $100,000. 9
We note that currently state Local Government Efficiency grants are
available to help municipalities implement consolidations. Whether these
grants will be available in the future is unknown.

7

If the Village Clerk’s Building were also sold following a transition period, an
additional $5,000 would be saved in utility costs annually.
8
Fiscal year 2011
9
Legal fees to transition Medina Fire Department services under a scenario where the
consolidated entity is a town would account for the higher end of the $75,000 to
$100,000 transition cost estimate, since legal steps needed under this scenario are
complex. This cost, according to a legal expert familiar with the steps involved, would
likely range from $25,000 to $30,000.
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What Would Not Be Affected by Consolidating as
a Single Entity?
Service areas that would not be impacted by consolidation include:
Assessor (at least initially – in time, the Study Committee believes,
the single consolidated government may find that a 1.0 FTE
assessor is appropriate. Currently there are 1.6 FTE assessors10)
Street Lighting
CHIPS funding (state highway aid)
Youth Program
Adult Recreation
Historian
Animal Control
Water Treatment
Traffic Control

Projected Additional Revenues Due to State’s
“New AIM” Incentive
Aid and Incentives to Municipalities (AIM) is New York State
unrestricted aid. Under current state law, New York also provides
additional AIM (new AIM) for consolidating governments (but not for
shared services).
The AIM incentive, currently called the Citizen Empowerment Tax Credit,
is based on a prescribed formula. If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby
consolidate into a single entity, starting in the fiscal year following
consolidation, the consolidated municipality would receive additional
annual state funding in an amount of 15% of the combined property tax
levy11. The following calculation shows the impact of the incentive on the

10

Shelby and the Town of Yates have a shared assessor. The assessor spends 60% of her
time for Shelby and 40% for Yates. Ridgeway has its own fulltime assessor. The Village
does not have an assessor.
11
Per current legislation, at least 70% of the additional AIM funding must be used to
reduce property tax levies.
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Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby community, based on current Village and Town
budget tax levies.
Calculation (using FY 2010 tax levies):
$2,553,033 (Village levy) + $780,011 (Ridgeway levy) + $814,627
(Shelby levy) = $4,148,471
15% of $4,148,471= $622,271 in “new AIM” funding

PART B
Recommendations for More Aggressive
Cost Savings
The Committee believes that additional cost savings/efficiencies over and
above the Baseline items described above could be achieved by taking a
more aggressive approach to cost reductions. While these are classified as
“aggressive”, the Committee believes that, over time, as various functions
are consolidated, operational efficiencies will allow for additional
common sense reductions of personnel through attrition, which will
produce the additional savings identified Note also that, as part of these
recommendations, the Committee also believes that there would be a
benefit to the community to hire a professional full-time municipal
manager, as the combined operations would result in a larger and more
complex organization than currently exists. The additional net cost of this
manager would be offset by the other cost reductions noted below, which
include:
1. Assume a Town Manager @ $90,000/year including benefits,
Supervisor @ $4,500/year and four town board members @ $2,500/year.
Net cost increase to baseline: $22,000
2. Reduce number of bookkeepers from two part-time staff. to 0. Net
savings: $24,000
3. Do not fill a current vacant deputy DPW position. Net savings: $63,000
4. Eliminate two Highway MEO positions out of 16. Net savings:
$120,000
5. Centralize water/sewer billing with fewer support staff – save .5 FTE.
Net savings $16,000
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PART C
Fiscal and Tax Impact
A key issue for the Study Committee to address was how to fairly
apportion the tax savings resulting from the cost efficiencies identified in
the previous sections of this report.
The following bullets summarize our assumptions:
We allocate savings across the community – not just to one
government.
We distribute savings to Village and Town-outside-Village
taxpayers using the same formula as the Orleans County sales tax
distribution (i.e., on a percentage of taxable assessed value).
FISCAL IMPACT TABLE A shows how each $1 in savings would
be allocated to taxpayers in each of the four geographic areas
(Village in Ridgeway, Village in Shelby, TOV in Ridgeway, TOV
in Shelby).
FISCAL IMPACT TABLE A
How Tax Savings Benefits are Allocated
Medina gets
42.0% Split MR
23.7%
Split MS
18.3%
Ridgeway TOV gets
31.9%
Shelby TOV gets
26.1%
Note: MR = Village portion in Ridgeway, MS = Village portion in Shelby

Fiscal Impact – Baseline Recommendations
The two tables below summarize the fiscal impact of the cost efficiencies
described in Part A (Study Committee baseline recommendations).
FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 1 summarizes the fiscal impact of taking a
heightened shared services approach. As the table clearly shows, cost
efficiencies utilizing this approach are minimal (approximately $30,000).
While there are important benefits (e.g., future potential revenues for
having the Towns purchase a percentage of the Village’s sewer capacity,
revenue from new projects that might be developed in the TOVs because
they have access to water and sewer service), these benefits are not
quantifiable at this time. Since the known savings from heightened shared
services are so minimal, we cannot show meaningful tax savings or any
measureable impact on tax rates using this approach.
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FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 1 -Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Shared Services

Heightened Shared Services Option
Annual/Ongoing Savings
TYPE OF SAVINGS

1 Time Savings/Costs
1-TIME SAVINGS
Building
Equipment

Personnel Equipment Building Other
DPW / Highway 2 $10,000
DPW / Highway 3
$5,100
Econ 1*
TBD
Econ 2
$15,000
Bldg Usage 1**
$105,000 - $128,000
Recommendation
DPW/Highway 2 = centralize water billing
DPW/Highway 3 = have scheduled early shift
Econ 1 = pursue foundation and developer agreements
Econ 2 = have joint planning / zoning / code enforcement process

1-TIME EXPENSE
Bldg Upgrade
Consultant

TBD
$

320,000

NOTES:
* Engineering consultant study needed to determine how and at what costs the Towns can access Village sewer and water services.
Consultant costs would be shared by all 3 governments.
** Costs and savings depend on fund raising efforts to offset the estimated $320,000 cost to improve "City Hall". The savings estimate
is based on the Village Clerk's Building being sold for an estimated $105,000 to $128,000

FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 2 summarizes the fiscal impact of having a
single consolidated government encompassing Medina, Ridgeway and
Shelby. As the table shows, the fiscal impact of full consolidation is
substantially greater than for heightened shared services. As the note
(“Other Fiscal Impact Considerations”) explains, the fiscal impact and tax
impact calculations would vary depending on whether the consolidated
entity is a town or city. The tax impact tables that follow show the tax
impact of the town compared to the city option.

$0
$0

$0
$0

$123,000
$150,000

Other Fiscal Impact Considerations
"New AIM" = $622,381
Village Gross Utilities = $94,400 (revenue goes away if consolidated entity is a town; remains if a city)
Court Expenditures = $115,000 (remains a local government cost if a town; picked up by the state if a city)
Notes:
* Estimated state costs for transferring operating authority. Legal fees included in Transition Costs line.
** Upgrading "City Hall" cost estimates of $320,000. Revenues shown represent best estimate from selling the Village Clerk's building.
*** Utility savings if the Village Clerk's building and Ridgeway Town Hall were sold

NET 1 TIME COST =

$28,000
$28,000

NET 1 TIME COST =

$26,000
$36,000

$123,000 - $150,000**

($355,000)

($45,000)

$10,000
$20,000

$10,000 - $20,000

$100,000
$420,000

See Notes**

$100,000

$78,000
$105,000

$75,000 - $100,000***

$3,000 - $5,000*
included below

1-TIME EXPENSE
Bldg Upgrade
Consultant / Other

1 TIME SAVINGS/COSTS
1-TIME SAVINGS/REVENUES
Building
Equipment

NET ANNUAL SAVINGS = $215,100

$0
$0

$28,000

Personnel Equipment Building

NET ANNUAL SAVINGS = $205,100

$0
$0

$7,000
$0 to $10,000***
$5,500
$2,000
$1,500

$10,000

Other

NET LOW

$207,100
$207,100

TOTAL LOW
TOTAL HIGH

Building

NET HIGH

$3,000
$103,000
$46,000

Chief exec / bds
V & T Clerks
Other Clerk
Auditor
Utilities
Attorney
Municipal Dues
Elections
Transition costs

Personnel Equipment
DPW / Highway 2 $10,000
DPW / Highway 3
$5,100
DPW / Highway 4
DPW / Highway 5 $25,000
DPW / Highway 6
DPW / Highway 7
FIRE 1 & 2
Econ 1
Econ 2
$15,000
Bldg Usage 2

ANNUAL/ONGOING SAVINGS/COSTS
TYPE OF SAVINGS
ADDITIONAL COSTS

FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 2 - Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby
Full Consolidation BASELINE Option
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The Process for Calculating Tax Savings
In order to show the tax savings resulting from the cost efficiencies
identified in the baseline recommendations under full consolidation, the
Study Committee then:
Identified the current tax levy in each municipality12
Subtracted the tax levy that each municipality would retain (i.e.,
police, fire, debt, retiree health costs) when three governments
become one
Used the resulting new tax levy, and applied it across the
community
Developed FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 3, which shows the new tax
levy, new tax rate, and savings per $1,000 assessed valuation,
based on where taxpayers live. We also showed the impact of state
consolidation incentives (new AIM) if it were to be used 100% to
offset the tax levy; what the impact of losing the Village gross
utilities receipts tax (GURT) would be if the consolidated entity
were a town, and what the shift in court costs to the state would
mean to taxpayers if the consolidated entity were a city. Note –
Table 3 was built using the low end of the projected cost savings as
shown in Table 2, i.e. $205,100, to be conservative.

The Fiscal Impact Calculated as a Per Capita
Savings
The property tax savings or costs based upon the fiscal impacts described
above are shown in the Fiscal Impact Tables 3 and 4 which follow.
Another way of calculating the fiscal impact of the proposed changes is to
consider the per capita savings or increases. Since the projected cost
savings or increases would be shared by everyone in both towns and the
village if the governments consolidate, the per capita savings are stated
based upon the total combined population of both towns and the village,
which was 12,099 per the 2010 Census.
Baseline savings of $205,100.
Aggressive savings of $406,100.
Addition of AIM of $622,000.
Loss of GURT of $94,400.
State paying Court costs of $115,000.

12

Based on fiscal year 2010 budgets

Per capita savings = $16.95
Per capita savings = $33.56
Per capita savings = $51.41
Per capita increase in costs = $7.80
Per capita savings = $9.50
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FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 3

Net Annual Savings
Savings
$205,100

Medina or TOV

Tax Impact Table -Full Consolidation BASELINE
2010 Tax Levy
Estimated New Tax
Affected by
Levy
Consolidation
Amount

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

SAVINGS
$
48,608
$
37,580
$
65,371
$
53,541
$
205,100

$
$
$
$

265,111
236,389
515,700
578,238

$
$
$
$

216,503
198,809
450,329
524,697

Estimated New
Tax Rate

$
$
$
$

2.32
2.76
3.82
5.33

Tax Rate
Savings/$1000 AV

$
$
$
$

0.53
0.52
0.55
0.54

Impact of Tax Shift - Villages to Town Due to TAV Variance
TAX SHIFT
$271,304

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

INCREASE

$
$
$

149,148 $
122,156 $
271,304

1.26 $
1.24 $

(1.26)
(1.24)

Add impact of new AIM
$

622,000

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

SAVINGS
$
147,413
$
113,968
$
198,249
$
162,371
$
622,000

$
$
$
$

117,698
122,421
317,451
415,867

$
$
$
$

1.26
1.70
2.69
4.22

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

LOSS
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

287,484
253,686
545,788
602,881

$
$
$
$

3.09
3.52
4.63
6.12

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

SAVINGS
$
27,255
$
21,071
$
36,654
$
30,020
$
115,000

$
$
$
$

237,856
215,318
479,046
548,218

$
$
$
$

2.55
2.99
4.06
5.57

$
$
$
$

1.59
1.58
1.68
1.65

Loss of GURT
$

94,400

22,373
17,297
30,088
24,643
94,400

INCREASE
$
$
$
$

(0.24)
(0.24)
(0.26)
(0.25)

Shift of Court Costs
$

115,000

$
$
$
$

0.30
0.29
0.31
0.30
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The Impact of Taking Aggressive Approach
The tax impact of the full consolidation using an aggressive approach
outlined previously is shown in FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 4. Note –
Table 4 was built using the low end of the projected additional cost
savings (based upon Table 2 plus the savings identified in Part B), i.e.
$406,100, to be conservative.
FISCAL IMPACT TABLE 4

Net Annual Savings
Savings
$406,100

Medina or TOV

Tax Impact Table -Full Consolidation AGGRESSIVE
2010 Tax Levy
Estimated New Tax
Affected by
Levy
Consolidation
Amount

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

SAVINGS
$
96,245
$
74,409
$
129,436
$
106,011
$
406,100

$
$
$
$

265,111
236,389
515,700
578,238

$
$
$
$

168,866
161,980
386,264
472,227

Estimated New
Tax Rate

$
$
$
$

1.81
2.25
3.27
4.80

Tax Rate
Savings/$1000 AV

$
$
$
$

1.04
1.03
1.10
1.07

Impact of Tax Shift - Villages to Town Due to TAV Variance
TAX SHIFT
$271,304

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

INCREASE

$
$
$

149,148 $
122,156 $
271,304

1.26 $
1.24 $

(1.26)
(1.24)

Add impact of new AIM
$

622,000

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

SAVINGS
$
147,413
$
113,968
$
198,249
$
162,371
$
622,000

$
$
$
$

117,698
122,421
317,451
415,867

$
$
$
$

1.26
1.70
2.69
4.22

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

LOSS
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

287,484
253,686
545,788
602,881

$
$
$
$

3.09
3.52
4.63
6.12

M in R
M in S
R TOV
S TOV
TOTAL

SAVINGS
$
27,255
$
21,071
$
36,654
$
30,020
$
115,000

$
$
$
$

237,856
215,318
479,046
548,218

$
$
$
$

2.55
2.99
4.06
5.57

$
$
$
$

1.59
1.58
1.68
1.65

Loss of GURT
$

94,400

22,373
17,297
30,088
24,643
94,400

INCREASE
$
$
$
$

(0.24)
(0.24)
(0.26)
(0.25)

Shift of Court Costs
$

115,000

$
$
$
$

0.30
0.29
0.31
0.30
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PART D
Implementation Considerations
Heightened shared services (over and above current shared services) and
functional consolidations can be considered without fundamentally
altering the Village and Towns’ government. They can be pursued via
inter-municipal agreements whether or not the community opts to pursue a
new strategic direction – consolidation of all three governments.

Village Dissolution Alone Is Not Recommended
Under current legislation13, villages can proceed through a dissolution
process in one of two ways: 1) through community petition signed by 10
percent of registered voters in the village, or 2) through a process initiated
by the Village Board. Both methods would lead to a formal public
referendum at which time only eligible voters within the Village would
vote on the issue. Under either method, a full dissolution plan must be
developed that outlines the full impact of dissolution on all personnel,
assets, debt and local laws of the Village. The plan is developed at
different points in the process depending on which method is used.
Village dissolution is typically sought to achieve two primary goals: lower
taxes and more efficient use of community resources. But for the reasons
outlined earlier (see Page 1 of this report) we do not recommend village
dissolution for our community as an independent action. Rather, we
believe that if the Village is dissolved, it should be in conjunction with a
consolidation of the Village and two Towns into a single government.

Consolidation of Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby
into a Single Town
The alternative to a village dissolution process is the municipal
consolidation process. Whereas a village dissolution process involves only
village voters, a full consolidation process would involve Medina voters14
and also Ridgeway and Shelby voters and assure that everyone in the
community has a chance to participate.
Under current legislation15, the Village and Towns can proceed through a
consolidation process in one of two ways: 1) through separate community

13

Article 17-A, General Municipal Law
It is important to note that under this scenario, each Town’s voters would include
Village voters (who are also Ridgeway or Shelby voters) meaning that Village residents
would actually get to vote twice under this scenario.
15
Article 17-A, General Municipal Law
14
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petitions signed by 10 percent of registered voters in both the Village and
each Town, or 2) through a joint consolidation agreement developed and
approved by the Village and both Town boards. Both methods would lead
to a formal public referendum at which time eligible voters within the
Village of Medina and the Towns of Ridgeway and Shelby would vote on
the issue. Under either method, a joint consolidation agreement must be
developed that outlines the full impact of consolidation on all personnel,
assets, debt and local laws in both communities.
As previously noted in this report, full consolidation would make the
community eligible for new AIM. It is important to note, however, that a
consolidation of a village and two towns under this option cannot result in
the elimination of the town structure. Towns are legally required under
New York State law and thus a town must be the outcome of this type of
consolidation process. The only other alternative would be consolidation
of Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby into a city.

Consolidation of Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby
into a City
Transitioning the municipal governing structures into a city represents the
most significant possible change available to the community. If the
Village and Towns pursue this together it would represent full
consolidation and be eligible for increased state aid (new AIM). Other
advantages include being able to retain gross utilities tax receipts and for
the Town courts to become a New York State-funded city court. The
Study Committee notes that achieving city status requires approval from
the three local boards, then Orleans County, and finally from the NYS
Legislature. The process would be time-consuming and complicated.
Fortunately, the City and Town of Batavia are currently moving along a
path for creating a city charter, so this would provide Medina, Ridgeway
and Shelby valuable lessons about how to proceed to make success more
likely.

Having the Village Pursue City Status on Its Own Is
Not Recommended
The Village of Medina could choose to pursue city status without
consolidating with the Towns but the study team finds potential negatives
outweigh potential benefits. While turning the Village into a city could
have two significant short-term benefits – potential to levy a sales tax16

16

Cities have the potential for more authority over the sales tax generated within their
boundaries than do villages or towns. Cities can pre-empt the sales tax generated within
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separate from the County and elimination of the Town tax in Medina –
such a move would significantly hamper the sub-region.
We note that more than 40% of the taxable assessed value of each Town is
in the Village of Medina. If the Towns lose the revenue associated with
the Village, it would cause revenue redistribution and the TOV tax burden
would increase significantly. The Study Committee finds that this type of
action by the Village of Medina would eliminate existing goodwill, and
severely hamper what the Study Committee believes is the top priority for
the sub-region – a unified approach to economic development.
As the Economic Development sub-committee report (see Appendix A)
clearly details, in order for the sub-region to thrive, the entire community
needs an economic development strategy and updated comprehensive plan
that involve a united community in responsible (smart) growth that can be
sustained, with benefits shared by everyone. Put another way, economic
development is critical to the community and its ability to continue to
thrive and provide services for its residents in the future. For this reason,
the Study Committee does not recommend that the Village alone pursue
city status.

What Is Involved if the 3 Municipalities Jointly Pursue
Consolidating into a City?
The process for transitioning the Village and Town into a city would
involve the creation of a city charter commission. The commission would
be made up of residents of both the Village and the Towns and would
work through how to merge the three governments. The commission
would be responsible to articulate how the new city would be organized
and what form of government it would use. The charter would then have
to be approved separately by voters in the Village and the Towns. The
County Legislature would also have to approve a Home Rule message to
submit to New York State. At the end of the process, both the Legislature
and the Governor would need to approve creation of the new city. The
entire process could take several years.
One creative option available to cities is dual-zone taxation. In New York
State there are currently three cities with dual zone taxation and all have
diverse land masses associated with them: Rome, Oneida and Saratoga

their boundaries and take up to 50% of that sales tax for their own general budget
purposes
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Springs. When these cities originally incorporated, they built into their
charters the option for what can be referred to as “dual-zone” taxation.
This allowed them to tax property owners in the more densely populated
urban core differently than those who live in very rural settings within the
boundary of the city being created. Thus, taxpayers outside the urban core
who do not receive the same services are not subject to the same fees and
taxation. (Example: in the 75-square-mile City of Rome, police is a
service provided only to the inside zone.) However, planning,
development, and service delivery are all centralized functions of one
government and thus there is efficiency within the bureaucracy.

Potential Service Impact
In addition to the service impacts already discussed, there is one other
potential service impact, but it is difficult to assess. Presently roads in the
Towns of Shelby and Ridgeway and Village of Medina are divided
according to responsible jurisdiction. For example, out of approximately
187 centerline miles of road in the entire sub-region, New York State
owns nearly 30 miles
If the entire sub-region became a city, at least some portion of state roads
could become the responsibility of the newly formed city. There are
procedures in state law to petition and change this responsibility back to
the State, but they would require approval at the State level before
responsibility would change. Thus, it is not possible at this point in time
to assess the cost impact, but there are likely cost increases for the local
consolidated community.

Impact on the County
A transition of the Village and Towns to a city could potentially impact
County taxes, and may also impact other towns that enjoy sales tax
revenue as it is currently distributed by the County. In the event of preemption of sales tax by a new city, the County would have less revenue to
distribute. With less revenue the County would have to increase its levy
for County taxes, creating essentially a tax shift.

School District Issues
The effect on the school district depends on the mechanism used in the
municipal reorganization and the demographics involved. Under
Education Law 2(16)(b) and (c), when a new city is created, the school
district that is not co-terminous with that city, but contains all of, or a
portion of the city within, and a majority of the population of children,
becomes by definition a city school district. This could mean that nothing
happens upon incorporation of a new city regarding reorganization of the
existing Medina Central School District. However, one issue that should
be reviewed is transportation since city districts are not obligated to
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transport children residing within the city but must transport children in
the enlarged areas. Additionally, any school district wholly or partly
within a city becomes subject to the 5% constitutional debt limit, as
opposed to the 10% statutory debt limit that applies to non-city school
districts. These and other school district issues would need a substantial
review prior to any transition to city status. Education Law contains
mechanisms to allow for this sort of transition, and public referendums
would be required.

Civil Service Procedures
Civil service employees are afforded certain rights in the transfer of
function should services consolidate between municipalities. The general
rule of thumb is that if the same or similar service is performed to the
benefit of the current municipality but the service is performed by a
different municipality, the employees of the current entity shall be
afforded the opportunity to work for the new entity. If the Village and
Towns become a new town or pursue city status, the rule of thumb still
holds.
Civil Service Law section 70(2) outlines requirements for the transfer of
employees upon a transfer of function between municipalities. The Law
also identifies the rights of those employees subject to the transfer and/or
who choose not to transfer.17
If functional consolidations are pursued, the local municipalities need to
work closely with their municipal civil services division to assure that
procedures are followed. Current employees that are “substantially
engaged in the function to be transferred” will be identified and placed on
a list. The municipality receiving the function will be responsible to
determine how many people will be hired to perform the consolidated
function and with what titles. Titles in competitive classes will be ranked
by seniority with priority given to employees with greater seniority.
Positions will be filled using the list until it is exhausted and then the
position(s) will be posted for new applicants.
In some cases, employees will not choose to transfer. If they so choose,
their position will be recorded with the municipal civil service division
and should the position/title become open again within the municipality
currently losing the function, their name would appear on a list for priority
consideration.

17

http://www.cs.state.ny.us/pio/publications/consolidation-guide.pdf - This guide
produced by the Municipal Services Divisions of NYS provides an overview of the
requirements for transferring civil service employees.
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Employees discontent with their placement on a list may protest their
placement (or lack thereof) on the list. There is a formal grievance
hearing procedure that must be followed should this occur.
If employees are selected for transfer into the new consolidated single
entity, the new entity may determine how to compensate employees for
unused sick/vacation/personal time provided the arrangement is consistent
with law. Salary, benefits, title and seniority will be determined as a result
of collective bargaining agreements and New York State law.

Collective Bargaining Options
Together the three municipalities have agreements with five unions The
Village has separate agreements for police, fire and DPW non-supervisory
employees. In addition, each Town has an agreement that covers its own
non-supervisory Highway staff members.
In the case of functional consolidation, the municipalities are urged to
work closely with their municipal attorneys to determine the impact of
specific collective bargaining agreements in the event a function is
consolidated. Per the options outlined in this report, the unions most
affected would be those for Village DPW and Town Highway workers.
In the event of full consolidation into a new single entity, the Study
Committee believes, based on available information, that existing
collective bargaining agreements terminate when each municipality ceases
to exist as a separate entity. However, there is a paucity of case law to
support this generally held view. Under the general perspective, the new
single entity would have the authority to set the initial terms and
conditions of employment for the newly structured highway department.
The new town or city may or may not be required to recognize an existing
collective bargaining unit, but either way the employees that are
transferred may choose to re-establish a collective bargaining unit after
they have been hired by the consolidated entity. If employees demand a
contract after forming a new unit, the new town or city may be required to
recognize the unit and bargain in good faith to establish a new collective
bargaining agreement.

Codes and Local Laws
Code enforcement officers in Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby report the
zoning regulations of the three municipalities are fairly compatible as a
result of developing their Comprehensive Plan together in 2001. The code
enforcement officers, elected officials, and the Economic Development
sub-committee all recommend that the Comprehensive Plan be revisited
and updated. The Study Committee agrees.
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If the three governments consolidate as either a town or a city they will
also need to assess what happens to other codes and local laws. CGR
developed an overview of codes and local laws as a starting point for this
process. (See Appendix C.)

Real Property and Asset Options
The Building Usage sub-committee report (see Appendix A) recommends
an approach for handling the major assets (e.g., administrative buildings,
highway garages) and configuring municipal space in the event of
heightened shared services or full consolidation into a single entity.
In the event of full consolidation, the new government would receive all
real and personal property owned by the three municipalities. This would
include land, facilities, capital equipment and related supplies (see the
Study Committee’s What Exists Report.) The exception would be Village
of Medina firefighting assets in the event the consolidated entity is a town.
In this case, Village firefighting equipment would be transferred as
previously described in this report to a new Medina Fire District.

Fund Balance
As presented in the Study Committee’s What Exists Report, as of May 31,
2009 the Village general fund had a balance of about $407,000. The Town
of Ridgeway general fund had a balance of nearly $412,000 at year-end
2009, and the Town of Shelby general fund had a balance of nearly
$900,000 as of March 31, 2010.
Much like physical assets such as property and capital equipment, fund
balance reserves would transfer, in the event of full consolidation, to the
consolidated municipality unless otherwise designated in the consolidation
plan. There are numerous options available.
Combine the fund balances into a single reserve account, for use
by the new consolidated government as needed;
Use some portion of current fund balance in either or both entities
to offset certain debt obligations prior to consolidation;
Reserve some portion of current fund balance in either or both
entities to be used specifically for “district-specific” investments in
the consolidated municipality (i.e., Village fund balance gets
invested in former Village area, while each Town fund balance
gets invested in each former Town area); and/or
Allocate equal or proportionate shares of unreserved fund balance
to be used as a “seed account” in the consolidated municipality, to
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ensure it begins its operations on Day 1 with a cushion to help
guard against unforeseen financial demands.

Debts
As shown in the Study Committee’s What Exists Report the Town of
Ridgeway has no general fund debt. Both the Village and Town of Shelby
do have general fund debts (e.g., Shelby Town Hall, Medina Clerk’s
Office). Village debt would be repaid by taxpayers within the former
Village, and Shelby debt by taxpayers within the former Town if the three
municipalities fully consolidate.
Any debt service for water and sewer customers will remain a burden only
on users of those systems. Regardless of functional consolidation or full
municipal merger, debt for those systems remains with the users of the
systems.

Retiree Obligations
There would be no shift of the cost of retiree benefits if the three
municipalities consolidate. Currently the three municipalities all have
retirees receiving health benefits:
Village of Medina
Four retirees currently receive free lifetime single coverage for
health care. This is a general fund expense and costs $7,200 a year
per retiree or a total of $28,800. This obligation remains an
obligation of taxpayers within the boundaries of the former Village
if the three municipalities consolidate.
Town of Ridgeway
One retiree and his spouse currently receive health care benefits.
Total current cost is $10,650 annually. Of this amount, $5,200 is
billed to the Town general fund and $2,725 each to the Town
Highway and TOV Highway funds. If the retiree dies, the spouse
would not continue to receive benefits. This obligation remains an
obligation of taxpayers within the former Town of Ridgeway if the
three municipalities consolidate.
Town of Shelby
Four retirees and three spouses currently receive full lifetime
health coverage. If a retiree dies, the spouse continues to receive
lifetime health coverage. Total current cost is $74,400 annually.
(Note: the town is obligated, under terms of a contract at the time
one retiree left employment, to offer a specific type of coverage if
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requested. Total cost of the plan for this retiree and spouse
accounts for about 50% of total current retiree costs for the Town.)
Approximately $67,100 of the total is split between the Town
Highway and the TOV Highway funds. The remaining $7,300 is a
Town general fund expense. Shelby’s retiree obligation remains an
obligation of taxpayers within the former Town of Shelby if the
three municipalities consolidate.

PART E
Impact on Regional Fire/EMS/Ambulance
Services
Since the Village of Medina Fire Department provides services within the
Town of Yates and the Village of Lyndonville, the Study Committee
summarizes the impact of changes described in earlier parts of this report
on these two areas of the region, which are located outside the study area.
Fire / EMS Services
The Village of Lyndonville Fire Department provides fire protection and
EMS services to the Town of Yates and Lyndonville. The Orleans County
Mutual Aid Agreement, which was put in place many years ago, allows
fire departments to not only call for assistance from other departments, but
also allows for departments to pre-set mutual aid upon original dispatch
and have equipment respond immediately. Under this arrangement, if
there is a report of a structure fire in areas covered by the Lyndonville Fire
Department, the Medina Fire Department automatically responds.
If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby governments remain separate,
there will be no change from what is described above.
If the three municipalities consolidate as a town, a new Medina
Fire District would become responsible for automatic response in
the event of a structure fire in the areas served by the Lyndonville
Fire Department.
If the three municipalities consolidate as a city, the new city’s fire
department would become responsible.
Under either the town or city scenario, continuing service to the
Lyndonville and Yates areas would be easily accomplished by
updating Orleans County dispatch records.
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Ambulance Service
The Medina Fire Department has provided ambulance service to residents
of the Village of Lyndonville and the Town of Yates since July 2007.
Village and Town officials told the study consultant they are happy with
the ambulance service provided. 18
x

If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby governments remain separate,
there will be no change in ambulance service for the residents in
Lyndonville and Yates.

x

If the three municipalities consolidate as a town, a new Medina
Fire District, which would be under contract to provide personnel
for a new independent ambulance service, would be responsible for
providing ambulance service to Lyndonville and Yates residents.
That means the residents of these areas of the region would see no
change in ambulance service. However, since an ambulance
district would also be established under a town scenario, there
would need to be an agreement about any obligation that
Yates/Lyndonville would have in the event ambulance revenues
fall short of the cost of providing the service.

x

If the three municipalities consolidate as a city, the new city fire
department would provide the same fire and ambulance services to
Lyndonville and Yates that are now provided by the Medina Fire
Department. As with the town option, there would need to be an
agreement about any obligation that Yates/Lyndonville would have
in the event ambulance revenues fall short of the cost of providing
the service.
NOTE: Appendices (A-E) of this report follow and are also
available electronically.
www.cgr.org/medina-ridgeway-shelby
Click on “Documents” page

18

Medina’s ambulance service is to residents, not to the municipalities.
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DPW / Highway Sub-Committee
Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Study
3-7-11
Sub-Committee Members:
Lawrence Fox (chair), Patty Blackburn, Merle (Skip) Draper, Adam Tableski
Others Who Contributed:
Ed Houseknecht, Gary Blackburn
Center for Governmental Research (study consultant)

Introduction
After reviewing options for DPW/Highways, we believe that dissolving the Village while
leaving the Towns intact would complicate serving the community efficiently, while combining
only the two Towns and leaving the Village intact wouldn’t offer enough opportunity for savings
to convince voters to approve a merger. We have concluded there are only two viable options
that should be pursued: a) capitalize on additional shared service opportunities or b) integrate all
three municipalities into a single entity. Whether that single entity should be a town or a city is a
decision we leave to the full committee since there will be other factors than DPW / Highway
that would impact this decision. Thus, in this report we talk about our recommended approaches
under the two headings of “heightened shared services” and “single entity.” For either approach,
we recommend organizing on a functional, rather than a geographic basis.
Factors We Considered
1) Of the $12.1 million budgeted by the three communities for FY 2010, more than 22% (about
$2.7 million) is for DPW / Highways1. This does not include staff time budgeted to
employees’ water and sewer-related responsibilities. Even without accounting for them, this
service area represents the single largest expenditure area for the overall community. Thus, it
is the community’s largest area of opportunity to explore for potential future savings.
2) Based on FY 2010 budgets, it costs nearly a quarter million dollars ($245,126) to cover
salary and benefit costs for the three superintendents serving Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby.
By way of comparison, all department heads in the City of Rochester, including the head of
the Department of Environmental Services (DES), fall within a salary bracket that pays
between $92,000 and $118,000. Rochester estimates benefits at 47% on top of salary,
bringing the range for salary plus benefits to $135,240 – $173,460 for the individual
responsible for Rochester’s DES operations. The Medina / Ridgeway/ Shelby community

1

In the baseline “What Exists” report describing Table 16, it was noted that benefits costs might be understated.
Further examination shows that longevity pay in Ridgeway ($300 annually after 15 years service) and highway staff
clothing allowances ($150 a year in Ridgeway and $300 a year in Shelby) were not listed under fringe benefits but
were included in other Highway expenses. Thus, the $2.7 million total is the appropriate total.
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serves fewer than 12,000 residents, while the City of Rochester serves approximately
200,000.
3) Overtime for DPW / Highway staff costs the overall community nearly $61,700 if overtime
expenditures budgeted to water and sewer are excluded. Overtime costs rise to $73,600 if
they are included.
4) A key factor driving OT costs is winter weather. In snowy conditions, it is likely both Towns
have a machine equipment operator (MEO) arriving by 2 a.m. or 2:30 a.m. on most days for
“snow watch.” It is not unusual for an MEO on snow watch to work up to a 13 hour day,
which includes OT. For winter 2011, Medina had introduced a pilot whereby a DPW staff
member arrives at 2 a.m. for a regular shift, thus allowing the Village to pay no OT for snow
watch duties in Medina. Committee members suggest expanding this approach to the Towns.
Staff members on duty for the early shift would have assigned tasks, and responsibility for
the early shift could rotate between communities.
5) There are service advantages to having specialists in particular areas (e.g., water and sewer
maintenance). Because each municipality’s workforce is small, with few exceptions, almost
everyone does everything. Organizing on a functional basis, rather than a geographic one,
should result in better service (i.e., staffing water / sewer function with personnel who wish
to do water /sewer maintenance), and better backup capability (e.g., more than one staff per
municipality with required certifications). Administrative tracking of expenses – and
subsequent targeting of key areas for improvement – is also easier when personnel are
assigned on a functional basis. For example, at least one municipality assigns most MEO
work hours to snowplowing during winter months regardless of where their time is spent.
6) Organizing on a functional, rather than a geographic basis, would make it possible to use
DPW/Highway facilities to greater advantage and equipment with more flexibility. For
example, under the current arrangement it is not possible to have two garages and a single
maintenance facility, which the committee believes would streamline operations for the
community overall. To give another example: there is a section of the Village on one side of
Horn Road that has no curbing that could more efficiently be plowed by Ridgeway – as a
result of location and equipment – than by Village DPW. Since it is a part of the Village,
that section is plowed by the Village. DPW
7) We assessed current major equipment to determine what pieces of equipment might not be
needed and weather auctioning some equipment was more valuable to the community than
keeping these pieces as backup equipment that could provide a consolidated highway
function with greater flexibility.
8) The information in the “What Exists” reports leads us to believe that water billing should be
consolidated. The Village has 2,340 water customers, and although each is billed quarterly,
groups of customers are billed on a rotating basis. Thus water billing in the Village is an ongoing process throughout the year, largely handled by a single fulltime water clerk, with
some very limited assistance from other staff. Ridgeway has 960 water customers and
Shelby has 650 water customers and each Town bills water customers four months of the
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year. Three different staff members in the Towns juggle water billing with their other
responsibilities, since water billing does not take all of their time.

Recommendations for Heightened Shared Services Approach
A. Have a single water / sewer department
Recommendation for Water Operations: Have 1 water / sewer lead employee, who
oversees 2 staff members. If there is a need (e.g., major water main break) deploy other DPW
/ Highway staff, as appropriate. Target the pay scale for this work differently than for other
DPW / Highway work so that personnel who want to do this work, and have or want to earn
the appropriate licenses and certifications, will apply. The Committee believes that the
Village water reader would be able to handle water meter reading for the Towns as well as
the Village, given greater emphasis that has been placed in recent years on radio read
systems.
Recommendation for Water Billing: Consolidate water billing in the Village, allowing the
Towns to save more than they currently spend for water billing services. The Village, in turn,
should realize additional revenue over and above the cost of providing the service because it
should apply the same staggered billing procedures for Town water billing customers that it
now employs for Village customers. This approach also will eliminate duplicate water billing
record keeping in Shelby, which is currently both electronic and manual, and build in backup
capability within a single centralized system.
B. Have a Scheduled Early Shift in the Winter Season
Recommendation for Early Shift: During the winter season schedule a total of 1-2 MEOs
(instead of 3) across Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby for an early shift on straight time. Staff on
this early shift would have assigned tasks, including snow watch across the community, and
would go home at the end of 8 hours unless needed to work overtime for snow removal
duties. Schedule this early shift during the winter season and rotate responsibility between
governments. One option would be a weekly rotation but other options can be considered.
C. Investigate cost savings potential of outsourcing mowing
Rationale: Some 20 years ago, the Village, which had been spending $64,000 a year on
mowing (e.g., cemeteries) outsourced this service and reduced its cost to $38,000. Although
costs have risen over time, the Village has continued to see a savings over the alternative of
having Village staff do the mowing. Ridgeway, on the other hand, is paying relatively high
paid MEOs to do mowing in its cemeteries since it has no seasonal labor force.

Recommendations for a Single Entity Approach
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The sub-committee finds that all of the advantages of the heightened shared services approach
could be integrated into the single entity approach. However, we identify the potential for
additional beneficial changes, as follows:
A. Optimize facility usage
Approach: In assessing optimal facility usage, the sub-committee considered the need to be
cognizant of the community’s potential future needs related to water while also making the best
use of existing DPW / highway facilities. Currently, the entire community makes use of a three
million gallon water storage tank located on the east end of the Town of Shelby that was
constructed in the late 1950s.2 Although there are no current talks underway to build a new
water storage tank, there has been discussion by community leaders in the past about adding a
four million gallon tank at the Shelby highway site, which is located on the west end of Shelby.
Doing so would boost the community’s water storage capacity from about three days to
approximately a week. Why this discussion? Because the community’s main transmission line is
40 years old and is a specialty main. Should there be damage to the line, supplying the parts
could be an issue.3
Based on the What Exists Report (see “Village DPW and Town Highway Departments”), our
sub-committee considered such factors as distance between facilities; age and condition of
facilities; potential to accommodate existing rolling stock and other equipment; potential
expansion at the sites; opportunities to enhance operations without increasing costs; and more.
Based on our review, our sub-committee recommends the following facility configuration:
Facility Recommendations
x

Keep Shelby highway garage facilities

x

Keep Ridgeway highway garage facilities

x

Turn Medina’s large DPW building into the maintenance barn for all vehicles and rolling
stock for the three governments, not only for DPW and Highway equipment, but also
police, publicly-owned fire and ambulance rolling stock. Medina’s large building has a
heated portion, because it must have a heated space for a sewer truck, and a custom
maintenance bay could be created in the heated area.

x

Keep Medina’s two-year-old salt storage facility since the Towns use a different sand/salt
mixture.

B. Maintain Existing Major Equipment / Sell Only Small Duplicate Equipment

2

Ridgeway does have a 300,000 gallon tank but its purpose is primarily to maintain pressure, rather than water
storage.
3
An agreement exists for the ethanol plant to shut down temporarily if there is a water outage where existing storage
might become inadequate.
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Approach: The three departments are collectively responsible for 120.6 miles of municipal roads,
plus handle snowplowing for 36 miles of County roads and 30 miles of State roads. To identify
the optimal use of equipment would require knowing the number of hours each piece of
equipment is run annually. That information is not currently kept by any department, but could
be if the single department had consolidated administrative leadership with dedicated clerical
support.
Equipment Recommendations
Based on our review of available equipment inventories, site visits, and what is currently
known through interviews with knowledgeable individuals, we recommend the following
regarding equipment.
x

Small compact wheel loader at Village compost plant. Keep it at current location but
make it available for use in other places. Keep the remaining two loaders for
community use. Although the potential exists to auction one of these remaining
loaders for an estimated $35,000, the sub-committee recommends keeping it to
provide better community backup and flexibility.

x

Village sweeper. Keep it because it is needed in the Village.

x

Three large wheel loaders, one in each department. Only need one in each of the
proposed highway garage sites (Shelby and Ridgeway). Medina has just purchased a
new large wheel loader. We would recommend keeping this loader. In our subcommittee deliberations we noted that Shelby has the oldest loader but it is larger
than either Medina’s or Ridgeway’s. The sub-committee considered putting the
Shelby and Ridgeway loaders on the auction block and using the proceeds to buy one
new wheel loader to give the community two good loaders at two main sites.
However, after additional consideration, we recommend keeping the three large
wheel loaders we now have to provide both flexibility and backup.

x

Tree trimming trucks. Medina has a 2005 truck in decent shape, and we recommend
keeping both that truck and a smaller bucket truck. There are lots of uses for the
smaller bucket truck (e.g., street lights, building maintenance) that could extend
community-wide.

x

Dump trucks. There are now three in Medina, four in Ridgeway (plus an old 1993);
and four in Shelby. Keep all of these trucks. They all have plow routes.

x

Graders. Currently there is one in Ridgeway and one in Shelby. One would be needed
for the overall community. Keep the newer grader (i.e., Ridgeway’s is newest and is
set up for snow removal). The sub-committee estimated that potentially an auction
could provide the community with $30,000, maybe more depending on the condition
of the equipment, but does not recommend taking this step. Again, we believe the
equipment has more value in terms of flexibility and backup than the $30,000 an
auction could provide.
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x

Wheel backhoes. Keep the current inventory of wheel backhoes.

x

All other equipment. There is a significant amount of other equipment that could have
some value if sold. Assess it, and determine what to keep. For example, in a single
entity approach there is no need, in terms of water equipment, for Medina, Ridgeway
and Shelby to each have three or four pumps. We estimate $10,000 - $20,000 could
be realized from the sale of some incidental equipment.

C. Structure staffing on a functional, not a geographic basis
Staffing Recommendations
Based on our review, and interviews conducted for the What Exists Report, we
recommend the single entity have:
x

Appointed Commissioner (or superintendent) of Public Works with qualifications
spelled out. This would be a managerial position.

x

Two working deputies (if commissioner on vacation, one takes on administrative
function, other oversees all operations). Commissioner/ superintendent determines
how to deploy them. Alternative option: one working deputy.

x

One water / sewer lead person, who would oversee two other employees (with other
staff deployed to water function on an as needed basis).

x

One chief of maintenance + 1 mechanic (deploy mechanic elsewhere if not busy)4.

x

Rest of non-clerical staff are MEOS (unless listed as laborer or seasonal staff) and the
sub-committee recommends all remaining MEOs be retained.

x

One fulltime clerical staff member who would work directly for the Commissioner.
Note: Providing regular clerical support for DPW / Highways would allow for
managing this functional area more effectively and efficiently. There are numerous
advantages that can occur if one designated fulltime professional provides
administrative support to the Commissioner/ Superintendent. We do not believe the
current staffing arrangement enables optimal improvements in DPW / Highway
administration. Given the size of the budget for this functional area, dedicated support
would be wise.

D. Take Two Other Steps
Recommendation Regarding Equipment Tracking

4

For reference purposes, Orleans County has four fulltime people in maintenance (two leads plus two mechanics)
and they take care of all highway equipment, OTS buses, sheriff’s equipment, and other county departments’ rolling
stock.
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x

Better track equipment needs / usage (e.g., fuel, mileage). This will inform decisionmaking about future equipment purchases. The real cost savings for equipment will
come in future years, when the department is structured and staffed to know exactly
what equipment it is using and for how many hours.

Recommendation Regarding CHIPS
x

Consider whether there is potential for CHIPS monies to be used with more flexibility
to provide greater value to the overall community. Currently all three local
governments utilize their CHIPS revenues from the state (which totaled about
$275,000 for FY 2010) for materials only. When a community undertakes a road
project using CHIPS revenues, the project has to have a 10-year life. While the
communities cannot receive more than their apportionment, they could track and bill
for labor as well as materials. Thus, when a contractor charges for a first progress
payment, the community could request state reimbursement for both materials and
associated labor immediately. The result would result in quicker return of dollars to
the community, and likely added interest income due to banking reimbursements
earlier. Currently, we believe, advantages of utilizing this approach could most
benefit the Village, since it has more major projects that the Towns.
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Introduction
CGR sees three viable fire / ambulance options open to the Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby
community given consensus within the full study committee that there should be:
x
x

Either 3 governments or a single consolidated entity
No change to the boundaries defining the areas served by the four existing fire services
serving the greater community

In this report we briefly outline what currently exists, define key terms used in the report, and
briefly describe each option.
What Exists
Village Fire Department: The Medina Fire Department began providing ambulance services to
residents in the Villages of Medina and Lyndonville and the Towns of Ridgeway, Shelby and
Yates and mutual aid to other areas in the region in July 2007. Previously, ambulance service
was provided by a private company. Before taking on provision of ambulance service the
Medina F.D. had seven fulltime career firefighters plus volunteer callmen to provide fire
protection in the Village. Today, due to a federal grant, the Village has 13 paid fulltime career
firefighters, who provide fire services in the Village and ambulance service to residents in the
larger region. The terms of the federal grant require the Village to maintain the new positions
through 2010-11. The number of active callmen in the Medina F.D. in fall 2010 was 28. Callmen
receive stipends from the Village. In fiscal year 2010 the budgeted Fire Department
expenditures were $1.2 million. The net cost of the department, after accounting for ambulance
revenues of about $766,000, was nearly $453,000.
Ridgeway TOV: The Town-outside-Village constitutes one fire protection district. The Ridgeway
Volunteer Fire Company, an independent, privately incorporated volunteer fire company,
contracts with the Town to provide service in the area.
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Shelby TOV: The Town-outside-Village constitutes one fire protection district. The TOV is
served by two independent, privately incorporated volunteer fire companies and Shelby signs
one contract with the companies, dividing payment based on the size of each company’s
coverage area. The Shelby Volunteer Fire Company receives 70% of the contracted amount, the
East Shelby Volunteer Fire Company 30%.
Definition of Key Terms
A fire district is a separate unit of local government that is established for the purpose of
providing fire protection and response to emergencies. A fire district is overseen by an elected
board of commissioners composed of five members serving five-year terms. A town board may
establish a fire district on its own motion or upon receipt of a petition from owners of at least
50% of the resident-owned taxable assessed valuation in the proposed district.
A fire protection district is a geographic service area within a town, established for the purpose
of fire protection. Towns contract for fire protection services within these districts at the expense
of the property owners in that district. The contract may be with a city or village fire department,
a fire district, or an independent fire company.
Option 1 – Applicable for 3-Government Structure
Keep the current Village fire department, which also provides ambulance services to the
region
The size and makeup of the department (number of firefighters / emergency medical services
personnel) is a management decision to be made by the Village Board.

Option 2 – Applicable for Single Entity Approach in Which New Government is a Town
Create a fire district for the area within the current Village boundaries, create a not-forprofit ambulance service to serve the region, and create an ambulance district in the new
town.
Key points regarding this option:
x

NYS law does not allow a town to operate a fire department1.

x

If the municipalities were to consolidate as a town, the assets of the Medina Fire
Department would need to be transferred.
o If these assets were sold to a non-municipal entity they would have to be at fair
market value, per NYS law.


1
2

The sub-committee considered having the town create a Medina fire
protection district to be served by a nonprofit independent fire company2,

For a town to operate its own fire department would require securing special legislation from NYS.
Plus a separate town ambulance department with paid staff
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but rejected this approach because of the “fair market value” provision
noted above.
x

We recommend a fire district, which is a municipal entity, be created to encompass the
area now bounded by the Village of Medina if the consolidated entity is a town.

x

We note that the recommended approach below takes into account the fact that a fire
district cannot bill for ambulance service.

x

The recommended approach is an outline of what could happen, but there is flexibility
within the structure, based on options available under NYS law.

Benefits:
Although the process described below initially appears daunting, it is largely a legal process.
Once steps are taken to put everything in place on paper:
o The overall system does not have to cost more than it costs today – and in time,
with streamlining, there is potential for cost savings.
o Fire service boundaries for the four fire departments currently serving Medina,
Ridgeway and Shelby would remain the same. However, if consolidating services
in the future is desired, opportunity exists to do so (e.g., through expansion of the
fire district).
o How residents in the Village currently access fire services and how residents in
the western region of Orleans County currently access ambulance service would
not change.
o The existing staff and assets of the Medina Fire Department could remain in their
current location.
o The retirement benefits of the paid career firefighters in the Village would be
protected.
o In NYS, only a Village can provide stipends to volunteer firemen, but a fire
district could instead make contributions for the volunteers to the state retirement
system via the state’s Length of Service Award Program (LOSAP).
o There could be non-municipal employees of the ambulance service if, as
recommended below, there is not-for-profit ambulance service. This would
provide more flexibility regarding future staffing than exists today.
o Depending on how everything is ultimately structured, concerns about liability for
the new consolidated town regarding fire service in the Village and for providing
the regional ambulance services could be eliminated. Creating a fire district and a
not-for-profit ambulance service can shift liability for delivery of these services
from the new town to these entities.
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o Third-party billing for ambulance service, which is the current practice, could
continue.
o Instead of having the cost of fire service to the Village and the cost of providing
ambulance service to the region bundled as part of the Village of Medina general
fund, the recommended approach would clearly account for what each service
costs.


Residents of the Village would be taxed for fire service exactly the way
residents in the Town-outside-Village in Ridgeway and Shelby are
currently taxed – as a separate line on their tax bill.

o If there is a difference in the revenues provided by offering ambulance in the
region, and the cost to provide that service (something that is not known today),
any additional tax could be borne by taxpayers across the town and not just by the
Village of Medina. Based on experience in other towns, the resulting tax is likely
to be no more than pennies per $1,000 assessed valuation.


The ambulance district tax, if there is one, would appear as a separate line
on the tax bill.

Recommended approach has 3 parts:
PART #1: FIRE
-

At the time a consolidated town is created, create new Medina Fire District that conforms
to the boundaries of the existing Village. This process would involve a public hearing. In
addition, there would need to be an election of the Medina Fire District Board after the
first board is created by the town when starting the district.

-

Transfer paid career firefighters to the Medina Fire District.

-

Transfer retirement benefits for firefighters from the old employer to the new employer,
which is permissible under NYS law. Various options can apply.

-

Transfer for $1 the Village’s fire fighting assets to the Medina Fire District.

-

Since the new consolidated town would own the building (“City Hall”) in which the
Medina Fire District would be located, it could lease space to the fire district for a
nominal amount (e.g., cost of operating the space).

PART #2: AMBULANCE
-

Create a not-for-profit ambulance service.

-

Transfer operating authority to provide ambulance service from the Medina Fire
Department (which has authority to serve the Towns of Ridgeway, Shelby and Yates) to
the not-for-profit ambulance service. The transfer process is a relatively simple process.
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-

Transfer Village ambulance assets to the new town for a nominal amount (e.g., $1).

-

Have new town contract with the not-for-profit to provide ambulance service within the
town. One of the provisions of the contract could call for ambulance assets to be leased
by the town to the ambulance service for a nominal amount (e.g., $1). One of the other
provisions would address what would happen with net operating revenues should the
ambulance service generate revenues in excess of operating expenses. Legally permitted
uses would include capital replacement costs (such as replacement ambulances) and other
capital expenditures for the ambulance service.

-

The ambulance service contracts with the Medina Fire District to provide personnel for
the ambulance service.

-

The ambulance service oversees billing (via a third party service) and is accountable to
the town, via its contract with the town, for revenues and expenditures associated with the
ambulance service.

OVERLAY OVER THESE 2 PARTS
-

Create an ambulance district
o District’s purpose, if needed, would be to generate taxes to cover the difference
between what it costs the town to provide the ambulance service and the revenues
that come in to support it. There would also be an inter-municipal agreement with
the Town of Yates regarding its financial share of covering any losses.


Note: An ambulance district is akin to a water district, not a fire district. In
other words, it is not an independent body. Control would be in the hands
of the new town, and the new town would set the tax rate for the
ambulance district.

o If the ambulance service generates extra revenue, over and above what it costs to
operate the service, there will not be a need for an ambulance district tax.


Note: By virtue of several NYS Comptroller opinions, there is a limit to
the use of net operating revenues. They cannot be used to offset general
operating expenses of the town. However, there will be capital
replacement costs that will need to be planned and executed, such as when
ambulances need replacement, together with other possible capital
improvements for the ambulance service. The net operating revenues in
the ambulance service can be used for these purposes.

Regarding Option 2, CGR provides additional relevant information:
x

To transfer ambulance operating authority, as described above, costs $3,000 - $5,000.
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x

One-time legal fees to make the changes recommended above are estimated at $25,000 to
$30,000.

x

As part of making the changes, elected leaders may wish to consider having a staffing
study done. One approach could be to mirror the recent staffing study in Albion, which
involved both the Village of Albion Fire Department and the volunteer ambulance service
known as COVA (Central Orleans Volunteer Ambulance).

x

To assist with making this transition, the field office of the Bureau of EMS-Operations
would be helpful. The person serving the Medina area (James Mihalko, 716-847-4643) is
based in Buffalo.

x

Utilizing an attorney skilled in conducting municipal transitions for fire and ambulance
services and who also knows public health law is recommended.

Option 3 – Applicable for Single Entity Approach in Which New Government is a City
The existing Village Medina Fire Department becomes a city Fire Department per a new
city charter. Operating authority for the ambulance service could be transferred from the
Village to the city Fire Department.
Cost of transfer would be between $3,000 and $5,000. Residents would see no change in how
they receive and pay for ambulance services. In addition, the city could have an operating
agreement with the three existing independent fire companies (Shelby, East Shelby and
Ridgeway) regarding which company responds and when. This model could follow one that
exists in Rome, which contracts with two volunteer companies in the outlying areas of the city
because they can typically respond faster. Once the Rome FD arrives on scene, the Rome FD
takes over.
Regarding Option 3, CGR provides additional relevant information:
x

A new city charter would need to be approved by the State Legislature

x

How fire services would be provided would only be one component of a city charter
presentation

x

The new charter could embody within it existing relationships re: fire services
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Introduction
Streamlining government and making it more efficient is the focus of four of the five subcommittees that have been working on various aspects of the shared services / Village
dissolution / Town merger feasibility study for Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby. The economic
development sub-committee’s task is different because it is the only sub-committee primarily
focused on positioning the overall community to grow.
Creating a positive economic development climate is essential if we hope to enhance our
community’s ability to attract industry and business that can provide more jobs, lighten the tax
burden, serve as catalysts to drive up the value of our housing stock, and help us reverse a 20year trend whereby our community’s overall population has slowly declined every year since
1990.
Many factors already contribute to making our community one that is attractive to those looking
to develop new business opportunities. They include:
x

Being within a special 30-mile zone that is measured from the New York Power
Authority (NYPA) switching yards in Lewiston in Niagara County to roughly the
location of the Western New York Energy plant (the ethanol plant) in the Town of
Shelby. Being in this zone allows companies seeking to develop in the area to be
considered for low cost hydro power. The 30-mile arc takes in portions of Erie, Niagara
and Orleans counties, including significant portions of Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby.

x

A downtown that is a community asset. Medina’s Main Street Historic District,
consisting of more than 50 buildings, is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

x

Our location between Buffalo and Rochester, since expanding companies need to educate
and train a workforce.

x

Interest by some prospective developers in utilizing the rail opportunities now available
in our community or building a relationship with the ethanol facility.
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x

Existence of infrastructure to meet water and sewer needs.

x

Land mass, particularly in Medina and Shelby that is suited to industrial development,
located in the area bounded primarily by Bates Road, the Maple Ridge corridor, and
Routes 31 and 31A. Land located across from the Medina Business Park (the “Keppler
property” in Shelby) has recently been rezoned to accommodate industrial development.
In addition, some land parcels in Ridgeway along the rail line have also recently been
rezoned industrial.

Issues & Concerns
Our economic development efforts as a community have been hampered for many years.
Problems have arisen due to having multiple local governments in our community that each seek
to protect the interests of taxpayers in their own segment of our overall community.
Our specific concerns are these:
x

We do not have a community approach to development, but a “piecemeal” one. We
negotiate infrastructure issues one project at a time, which takes time, contributes to
community rancor, frustrates developers, and can lead to developers pitting one
community (ours) against others (e.g., different communities in Niagara County). Today,
we have areas rezoned to attract potential developers but we do not have agreement on
how we would service them.
Our piecemeal approach to economic development has primarily affected the Village and
Shelby, which have more land mass available for development than Ridgeway. However,
with property recently rezoned for industrial use in Ridgeway, all parts of our community
have a vested interest in how we approach future development.

x

Development along the Maple Ridge corridor has been particularly contentious in the
past, due to questions about whether parcels in Shelby proposed for specific projects
would need to be annexed by the Village in order to obtain water and sewer services. For
at least the past eight years – concerned about the ongoing costs associated with its aging
water system and other tax –related issues – the Village’s policy has been to deny
extending water or sewer services outside its boundaries without annexation.

x

Although there have been exceptions by the Village to provide water service to
businesses and industries in Shelby (e.g., Western New York Energy) the process has
often involved time consuming negotiations, which is frustrating to businesses seeking to
meet their own, often aggressive, timelines.

x

The water the Village supplies within its boundaries and to out-of-district customers is
from the Niagara County Water District (NCWD). The long-term agreement is an
exclusive one, and requires the Village to pay twice as much for the water it sends to
users outside its area ($1.50 per 1,000 gallons instead of $ .75 per 1,000 gallons). To
cover its costs, and provide for the on-going operation and maintenance of the water
system, the Village charges 1.6 the Village rate for TOV water usage. This is accepted
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practice in the community. What has changed in recent years, however, is the existence
of a heavy water user outside the Village boundaries.
The Village has a special agreement with the ethanol plant, which opened in 2007.
Briefly stated, the ethanol plant follows the TOV rate schedule until it reaches about the 9
million gallon mark, at which point the markup to cover Village costs drops significantly.
According to Village records, over a recent four-quarter period, the ethanol plant used
about 143 million gallons of water. The plant paid the Village nearly $303,000 for this
water, but $214,000 (71%) of the amount paid by the ethanol plant went to the NCWD.
The existence of the Village-NCWD agreement, and the potential for other heavy water
users in the TOV in the future, makes it prudent for the community to explore its options,
including assessing what impact consolidating into a single entity would have on this
agreement.
x

In general, the most significant barrier to improving our economic development climate
has involved the provision of sewer service outside the Village boundaries. The only
property in Shelby with sewer service is BOCES. The only locations in Ridgeway with
this service are Brunner International and the hamlet of Knowlesville. Sewer service in
Knowlesville, however, involves only the treatment of grey water. Thus, in the Towns
outside-the-Village (TOVs), the only properties that are not on septic are BOCES and
Brunner. That means that major businesses, including the ethanol plant, are on septic
systems despite the existence of sewer infrastructure within our community.

x

Our community has sewer capacity we are not currently using. The Village’s treatment
plant is designed for a capacity that exceeds 4 million gallons per day (MGD). Its current
permits, however, allow for a maximum capacity of 4 MGD. As the information below
(provided by the Village) shows, usage is far below that level.
Monthly Flow Average 2010
MGD
Jan.
Feb.
March
April
May
June
July
Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.

1.99
1.24
2.72
1.56
1.44
1.64
1.39
1.27
1.2
1.78
2.11
2.63
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Our Approach
The sub-committee includes six members – three elected officials and three who are not elected
officials. We also invited representatives of the Orleans County Industrial Development Agency
(IDA) to join our discussions. Our meetings began in fall 2010. Prior to our meetings a small
group of elected and non-elected representatives from the Village and Shelby had agreed on an
outline of the water and sewer issues that need to be resolved in order to avoid future contentious
debate over proposed projects. The document they developed was, in essence, an agreement to
agree, but the outline had not been formally endorsed by the Village and Shelby boards.
The sub-committee’s discussions ultimately led to meetings between the IDA and representatives
of the Village and Shelby. Since those meetings, which were held separately, both the Village
and Shelby boards have approved the attached memorandum of understanding (MOU). This
MOU establishes the framework for further discussion that we recommend result in the
following:
1) A legally executed agreement (foundation agreement) that addresses in detail how and at
what cost Shelby can access sewer and water services and, among other matters,
addresses who is responsible for engineering, connections, infrastructure, etc. The
foundation agreement would allow Shelby to purchase a percentage of sewer capacity
from the Village. The concept is modeled after an approach that currently exists between
the City and Town of Batavia.
2) The foundation agreement would lead to a second legally executed agreement between
Shelby and the developer, known as the developer agreement. This agreement would be
used by the IDA when asked by prospective developers about cost and procedure to
access sewer/water services in the Shelby TOV. It is our expectation that the developer
agreement, in turn, will detail how Shelby will provide sewer/water services to the
project developer – and also at what cost and under what terms and conditions.
Once the Village and Shelby have reached final agreement, identical foundation and
developer agreements should be executed for Ridgeway.

What Else Did Our Sub-Committee Consider?
Planning / Zoning / Code Enforcement
As part of addressing the need for an economic development strategy that markets MedinaRidgeway-Shelby as one community, our sub-committee discussed the potential to streamline
our planning and zoning process, and potentially our code enforcement process. Our study
consultant (CGR) identified five combinations (including either multiple towns, two towns and a
village, or a town and village) in New York State with either joint planning and zoning boards of
appeals or joint zoning boards. Many communities in the state have one office providing code
enforcement services for an entire community, often with reimbursement to one municipality by
another for providing the service. We endorse a streamlined planning / zoning / code
enforcement process for Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby.
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We note the following per the Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby community’s current situation
regarding zoning and planning:
x

In 2001, a Comprehensive Plan was jointly developed by the Towns of Ridgeway, Shelby
and Yates and the Villages of Medina and Lyndonville. The goal was to complete the
process all the way through development of zoning and sub-division regulations. Some
communities have moved forward on their own (e.g., the Village of Medina), while
others have not. The original goal was to have had a “standard” approach, which would
help streamline the process whenever developers look to expand in western Orleans
County.

x

Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby elected officials and code enforcement officers agree that
the Comprehensive Plan is outdated and needs to be updated.

x

The IDA points out that having a current Comprehensive Plan allows the community to
“score higher” when our community is among a number being scouted for business or
industrial development. Having a streamlined planning and zoning process, and
eliminating the need to go to multiple planning and zoning boards for approval, could
potentially serve to make our area even more attractive.

x The sub-committee recommends elected officials move to update the Comprehensive
Plan and asks that the full committee provide input on the concept of having joint
planning and zoning boards and code enforcement operations. Our sub-committee is
assessing whether additional information is available regarding these options.
Sales tax apportionment
We examined the current method of allocating sales tax (using taxable assessed value) in Orleans
County and whether it would make a difference if sales tax were allocated based upon
population. Examining the 2011 sales tax apportionment, we found it would make no difference
to the Towns whether the sales tax is apportioned using taxable assessed valuation or population.
We did identify a side issue for the Village. According to 2008 Census estimates, the Village
includes 52% of the population of the two Towns, but using taxable assessed value the Village is
only getting 42% of the sales tax coming into the two Towns. If population were the determining
factor, the Village would see approximately $38,000 more in sales tax revenue, with Ridgeway
and Shelby splitting the offsetting loss in their revenues.
It is the sub-committee’s consensus opinion that we should note the issue (allocation by
population vs. assessment) for further study but not take any position. There are no costs or
savings to the residents of our study area - just reallocation of the same monies. We believe this
issue is outside the purview of the Study Committee.

4 Recommendations for the Full Study Committee
The full committee seeks recommendations from our sub-committee regarding economic
development under two scenarios – heightened shared services, whereby the three governments
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remain intact but work more closely together, and a single entity approach, whereby the three
governments consolidate into one.
With this in mind, we make these recommendations to the full study committee:
1) Endorse the pursuit and execution of foundation and developer agreements, as
described above.
2) Endorse having Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby update the existing Comprehensive
Plan.
3) Endorse a joint planning / zoning / code enforcement process.
4) Assume that the water agreement would continue to result in an “inside district” and
“outside district” charge from NCWD, but have the full committee endorse sending a
memo to the state outlining any questions the full committee may have about the
impact on the NCWD agreement under a consolidated government model.
Our recommendations fit with the heightened shared services scenario. They are also appropriate
for the single entity scenario for the following reason. If a single entity approach is
recommended by the full committee it will take a number of years to effect, since there is a
process of voter approval and transition to a consolidated government that would have to take
place. As a community, however, we need a streamlined approach to economic development
now. If a single entity is the ultimate choice of the community, a streamlined economic
development process will already be reality, assuming the recommendations outlined above are
followed.

Police Sub-Committee Report
Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Study
3-23-11

Sub - Committee Members:
Rosalind Lind (chair), Andrew Meier, Merle (Skip) Draper, Ann Bunch, Adam Tabelski
Others Who Contributed:
Nathan Pace
Center for Governmental Research (CGR) - study consultant

Introduction
Village of Medina taxpayers pay for law enforcement services in two ways. They pay taxes that
support the Medina Police Department, which is the “first responder” inside Village limits. Like
other Orleans County taxpayers, Village taxpayers also pay taxes to support the Sheriff’s Office.
However, Village taxpayers receive only a few services (such as staffing for the County jail)
compared with taxpayers in the Ridgeway and Shelby TOVs, who benefit from having the
Sheriff’s road patrol. Based on CGR’s analysis, about 18% of the county tax bill goes to support
the sheriff’s department.

Overview of Police Options
The following summarize the options considered by the full committee regarding police services.
Option 1: Keep the current Village police department
The size of the department (number of staff) is a management decision to be made by the
Village. The area to be served by this police force would depend on a number of variables, as
follows:
a) If the Village remains, it would serve the Village
b) If the Village remains, the Village could contract with either Ridgeway or Shelby or
both to provide police services to Towns. This would require an inter-municipal
agreement (IMA) and presumably payment for those services
Option 2: Eliminate the Village police department and have the Village contract with the
Sheriff to provide “equivalent” service.
A model for this option exists in the Village of Corinth, NY. Corinth used to have a village
police department. They voted to eliminate their department, and now contract with the Saratoga
Sheriff, through an IMA, for a specified number of Sheriff patrol officers who are assigned to
stay within the village borders. The reason for doing this was to reduce village costs.

For Medina, the full study committee explored taking a similar approach. The committee asked
the Orleans County Sheriff to determine what it would cost the Sheriff to maintain a level of
service with the Village comparable to what is being provided by the Medina Police Department.
The Sheriff’s response, which follows this sub-committee report, is that overall cost would be
greater than current Medina police department cost. Thus, the sub-committee does not, at this
time, endorse Option 2.
Option 3: Eliminate the Village police department and relinquish police responsibility to
the Sheriff, who would make management decisions about how many patrol officers to
patrol the Village.
For Medina, this would save the entire cost of the current Village police department, but would
cede responsibility for making all policing decisions to the Sheriff.
Option 4: If the governments consolidate, there are two viable consolidation models, each
with subset variations:
a) The Village and Towns consolidate into a single town. A single town could choose to:
z Rely

totally on the Sheriff to provide coverage

z Create

a town police department. Town police departments must serve across the entire town
and the costs would be charged to all town taxpayers by the property tax

z Create

a special police district (presumably serving the former Village area, although it could
be larger than that). Only properties within the special police district would be taxed for that
service. The caveat for this option, however, is that the State Legislature must approve the
town creating a special police district. Police coverage could be provided by either a town
(district) police force, or by the Sheriff under contract to the town.

b) The Village and Towns consolidate into a city. The options here would be similar to the
single town options. The city, through its charter, could:
z Rely

totally on the Sheriff to provide coverage

z Create

a city police department to serve the entire city

z Create

police service zones, with the inner zone being provided by a city police force (or the
Sheriff under contract), with the outer zone receiving only coverage by the Sheriff. Property
taxes would be different between the zones – the inner zone would pay extra for the extra
police coverage provided. (Note – the State Legislature also has to approve city charters,
however, how police services would be provided would only be one component of the city
charter presentation. A model for this dual zone taxation already exists in Rome).

Recommendations

The sub-committee makes the following recommendations:
Heightened Shared Services Approach
If the three governments remain, the Medina Police Department and operations should remain as
a Village department. We suggest the Village work with the County Sheriff’s office to identify
any operational savings through shared service operations. Net cost savings and net additional
costs cannot be determined by the sub-committee at this time.
Full Consolidation Approach
The Medina Police Department and operations remain as an enhanced service provided to the
area within the former Village. The remaining area outside the current boundaries of the Village
would keep the current Sheriff-level service. Although this approach would be appropriate if the
three municipalities become a town or a city, the governance approach would be different:
x

Town model – the new consolidated town would need approval from the State
Legislature to create a police district.

x

City model – a dual service zone would need to be identified in the city charter.
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Building Usage Sub-Committee Report
Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Study
3-25-11

Sub-Committee Members:
Don Colquhoun (chair), Charlie Slack, Nathan Pace, Patty Blackburn
Others Who Contributed:
Gary Blackburn
Center for Governmental Research (study consultant)
Mark D’Alba AIA
James Watson, RealtyUSA.com

Introduction
We toured key municipal facilities to assess current building usage, considered what we already
know about how the facilities are used, identified issues that might impact our recommendations
as a result of the work of other sub-committees, and then asked ourselves two questions:
x

If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby do not consolidate, but continue to have separate
governments, are there opportunities to use existing municipal buildings in a more
efficient way?

x

If the three governments ultimately consolidate into a single entity what would we
recommend for building usage?

Key Factors We Considered
1) The separate DPW/Highway sub-committee, under its “heightened shared services” approach
recommended organizing some key services on a functional rather than a geographic basis in
order to provide services more efficiently. Key features that would impact building usage
include: a) a single department to handle water and sewer operations1 and b) consolidated
water billing. Under a “single entity” approach, the DPW/Highway sub-committee made
further facility-related recommendations. Our sub-committee addresses facility issues linked
to their recommendations.
2) In April 2011, Village court services will cease. Responsibility for court services will transfer
to the Towns of Shelby and Ridgeway, which currently share the court facility and court
offices at the Shelby Town Hall. After Village court services cease, there will be no
municipal functions on the second floor of Medina Village Hall (commonly referred to as

1

Excluding wastewater treatment, which is outsourced by the Village
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City Hall). Half of the second floor has been empty for a number of years2, and the other half
is currently filled by the Village court.
3) The economic development sub-committee report addresses the potential for closer
relationships for planning and zoning, including having a shared code enforcement office.
Our report takes into account that sub-committee’s suggestions.
4) The Medina Village Hall built in 1908 of Medina sandstone, is a notable building in
Medina’s Main Street Historic District, which has been listed on the National Register of
Historic Places since 1995. It is a community asset that we believe should be utilized more
fully. At the same time, we recognize that to do so will require installing an elevator,
estimated at $240,900, to make it handicapped accessible and renovation to allow for
handicapped accessible bathrooms that can be reached from any floor via elevator, at an
estimated cost of $79,000 (see architect’s cost estimate breakdown at the end of this subcommittee report).
NOTE: Under a heightened shared services approach, the dollars to upgrade the building so it
can be used more effectively would have to come through local fundraising efforts. If
Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby consolidate into a single entity, there are more options to
pursue for funding, including a state grant, use of some consolidation incentive funds, and
local fundraising.

If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby Continue to Have Separate Governments
and Can Raise Local Dollars to Upgrade “City Hall”
We would make the following recommendations to streamline government functions, while
maintaining separate governments. We recognize that there are endless options but consider
these viable and achievable for the purposes of this feasibility study, given what we currently
know.
Recommendations for Use of “City Hall” – Clerk / Mayor
A. Move Village clerk operations to the second floor. With the second floor completely vacant
(as of April 2011) the clerks could take over space they vacated several years ago and also
utilize space that is currently used by the Village court clerk. The current Village Clerk’s
building located next door does have a drive-up window that residents use when dropping off
water, sewer and tax payments. Since this drive-up window would no longer be available, we
recommend installing a drop-box outside where residents could drive up and deposit their
payments.
B. Move the Mayor’s office from the Village Clerk’s building to the judges’ chamber that is
being vacated on the second floor.
2

Since the Village Clerk-Treasurer and staff vacated the space because they were moved next door to the then
newly purchased Village Clerk’s building
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C. Utilize the current courtroom on the second floor as a municipal conference room.
Recommendations for Use of “City Hall” – with Joint Water / Sewer Function
D. Consider using the current Village court clerk office for a consolidated water / sewer billing
operation. Currently about 780 Village water /sewer bills are processed monthly by a single
fulltime clerk, who receives limited staff support. If the Towns contract for the Village to
provide their water billing services, this clerk function would add approximately 540 billings
a month (but water only), assuming the Towns adopt a “rotational” billing approach that
mirrors what now exists in the Village.3 The court clerk’s office could accommodate two
staff members, one of whom would likely be part-time.
E. For consolidated water/sewer operations (e.g., water line repair, sewer line repair,
water/sewer preventive maintenance), locate the proposed three-person staff in the smaller of
the two large buildings on the Medina DPW campus. There would need to be an intermunicipal agreement about how staff will be paid and how facility costs would be allocated,
and also how this functional group would work with elected boards. We believe water/sewer
equipment for all the municipalities, once duplicate miscellaneous equipment is sold4, could
be accommodated in the larger DPW building.
Recommendation for Use of “City Hall” – for Joint Planning / Zoning
F. With a shared planning / zoning operation move the part-time code enforcement officer for
the Towns to the third floor of Village Hall.5 The clerical support role for the Towns’ parttime code enforcement officer could be assumed by the DPW clerk (with appropriate
compensation from the Towns to the Village). This clerk currently provides some support
services to Village code enforcement officers because she is located in an office adjacent to
Village code enforcement. There is room on the third floor of the Village Hall for the Towns’
code enforcement officer because an office reserved for the DPW superintendent is not used.
The materials currently stored in the room could easily fit in the third floor storage area in
Village Hall, once sorted in “keep” and “discard” boxes.
Recommendation: Select One of 3 Options for Village Clerks’ Building
G. Select one of the following options for the Village Clerk’s building. Option 1) Put the
building up for sale. Option 2) Lease it as office space to bring monthly revenue to the
Village. Option 3) Sell the Ridgeway Town Hall, and have Ridgeway purchase the Village
Clerk’s building and move Town operations there.

3

The Village bills a total of 2,340 water customers, with different customer groups billed throughout the year, and
each customer group billed only every three months. The Village also bills a total of 2,180 sewer customers, but,
wherever billings are to the same customers, they are sent as a combined water/sewer bill. Ridgeway has a total of
960 water customers and Shelby 650 water customers, and each Town bills its total water customer base four times
annually. The Towns do not issue sewer bills.
4
See the DPW/Highway sub-committee report
5
There would need to be an inter-municipal agreement about how the shared planning / zoning operation would
work.
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We believe Option 3 is preferable. The Village Clerk’s building currently houses five
employees, including the Mayor , but we believe it could comfortably hold six employees,
especially given the part-time nature of some Town positions. We would envision the current
Mayor’s office becoming the Town Supervisor’s office; the current Village Clerk’s office
sub-divided for the Assessor and part-time assistant, and the main office area serving as
office space for the Town Clerk and Deputy Clerk, and if needed the code enforcement
officer, who works 15.5 hours weekly for the Town, but is often in the field. Assuming an
elevator is installed next door, Ridgeway Town Board meetings could take place in the
current court room space or alternatively at the Shelby Town Hall, at no charge to Town
taxpayers.6 Town records could be stored on the third floor of Village Hall, where unused
storage room exists. As part of the arrangement, we would recommend that records storage
for the Town be provided rent free for a period of up to 15 years.
This arrangement would, in essence, create a “government block” in the heart of the Village.
It would facilitate easy discussion between Village and Town officials, and allow a Town
employee to work part-time as an assessor’s assistant and walk next door to also serve as
staff in the consolidated water-billing operation, if that is the staff configuration ultimately
adopted.
Option 3 would provide:
-

Greater utilization of City Hall.

-

Potential funds that could be used to help upgrade the main City Hall, since funds from
the sale of the Village Clerk’s building and funds for its ongoing upkeep could be used to
upgrade City Hall. (Debt issue might need further examination. It is estimated by the
Village Clerk that the Village owes approximately $15,000 on the Clerk’s building. The
debt was rolled into a bond that included more than the Clerk’s office debt.)

-

Eliminates the need to arrange for additional records storage for Ridgeway, because the
Town’s storage room is at capacity.

-

Eliminates the need to revitalize the Ridgeway Town Hall, which Town officials believe
is in need of an upgrade. .

-

One-stop service for Ridgeway Town residents who are also Village residents.

If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby Continue to Have Separate Governments
and Cannot Raise Local Dollars to Upgrade City Hall
We believe that the current configuration of having three municipal buildings would have to
remain for now, but would urge the community to address the future of City Hall. What that
future would be falls outside this feasibility study.
6

Shelby currently allows the Medina Board to use its court room for meetings twice monthly rent-free, given that
many Village residents also pay Town taxes. The same would apply to Ridgeway if it met at the Shelby Town Hall.
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The only building usage changes from the previous section that could be accommodated under
this scenario would be to consolidate water/sewer operations in the smaller of the two large
buildings on the Medina DPW campus and to move the part-time code enforcement officer for
the Towns to the third floor of City Hall.

If Medina, Ridgeway and Shelby Consolidate into Either a Town or City
Recommendation: Sell Ridgeway Town Hall
If the full Committee recommends a single entity approach, our sub-committee recommends
selling the Ridgeway Town Hall.
Recommendations Regarding DPW/Highway Sub-Committee Changes
A. Keep Shelby highway garage facilities. Locate the appointed commissioner of public works
in the current Highway superintendent’s office in the Shelby Town Hall, and co-locate
clerical support for this position, since the commissioner’s job will no longer be hands-on but
instead be a highly administrative position. There would easily be room for 1.0 FTE clerk (or
alternatively a part-time clerk) in the existing Shelby Town Hall.
B. Keep Ridgeway highway garage facilities
C. Turn Medina’s large DPW building into the maintenance barn for all vehicles and rolling
stock (e.g., highway, DPW, police, publicly-owned fire and ambulance rolling stock). A
custom maintenance bay would need to be added to the portion of the barn that is already
heated. Estimated one-time cost is $100,000.
D. Turn the smaller building on the DPW campus into the water/sewer operations department.
Recommendation for a Consolidated Finance Department
E. Create a consolidated Finance Department for the single government, and move all budget
and finance-related operations to the second floor of what is currently called City Hall. There
will be some changes in overall personnel, due to a restructuring of this office, and the fact
that there will no longer be a need to have all duplicate positions. The consolidated Finance
Department likely would need to take over the entire second floor.
F. Recommendation: Village Clerk’s Building
Consider one of two options for the Village Clerk’s Building
Option 1) The sub-committee believes all operations of the consolidated entity could be
accommodated at the City Hall and Shelby Town Hall. We recommend initially keeping
the Village Clerk’s building in order to transition into a consolidated entity, but assess,
once operations are reconfigured whether the building should be sold, leased, or kept.
Option 2) The police sub-committee recommends keeping the police department intact
and limiting police services to the area within the existing Village. As part of
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reconfiguring operations, an assessment could be made as to whether it would be
operationally and financially practical to turn the existing Village Clerk’s building into
the Police Department.
Additional Recommendations
G. As Shelby Town Hall there is room for a variety of uses in this building (e.g., Assessor
operations, larger Highway Administrative offices with own conference area, top executive’s
office.)
H. Apply for an LGE grant to implement consolidation from three local governments to one. If
such grants are not available at the time of consolidation, develop a transition plan with costs
to be covered with AIM incentive funds.
I. If the single entity is a Town, assign current space occupied by the Fire/Ambulance
Department to a new Medina Fire District.

Note: in developing this report, the sub-committee asked a local realtor to help determine the
estimated fair market value of the Village Clerk’s Building and the Ridgeway Town Hall. A local
architect was also consulted about the cost of adding an elevator and handicapped accessible
bathrooms to City Hall. The information they provided follows.

COST ESTIMATE FOR BUILDING CORE & RESTROOMS
Medina City Hall & Annex Building: Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Study
March 15, 2011
BUILDING CORE: (Includes Elevator, Stair, Entrance Built Between The City
Hall And Annex Building)
Hydraulic Elevator with 3 Stops
Elevator Equipment Room
Exterior Masonry Enclosure Walls
Floors, Interior Partitions, Mechanicals,
Lighting, Finishes
Glass Enclosure Wall (Exterior Curtain
Wall System)
Stair: Treads, Railings and Guards
Contingency Items

66,000.00
5,000.00
13,400.00
105,000.00
15,000.00
11,500.00
25,000.00

Sub Total

$240,900.00

REST ROOMS: (Includes Restrooms & New Corridors Inside City Hall)
Demolition
Dumpsters (3)
Rough Plumbing
Plumbing Fixtures: 1 Service Sink, 1
Drinking Fountain, 1 Urinal, 3 Toilets, 2
Lavatories
Restroom Partitions & Finishes
2nd Floor Partitions, Corridor Finishes,
Mechanicals, Lighting
3rd Floor Partitions, Corridor Finishes,
Mechanicals, Lighting
Contingency Items
Sub Total
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST OF
BUILDING CORE AND RESTROOMS

5,040.00
2,100.00
7,000.00
4,000.00

25,500.00
13,000.00
14,500.00
8,000.00
79,140.00
$320,040.00
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Options Appendix B: Sample IMAs

APPENDIX B
Sample Inter-municipal Agreements – Other Local
Governments in NYS

AGREEMENT
Agreement made by and between the Town of Wilna, with offices at 414 State Street,
Carthage, New York 13619 (hereinafter referred to as “Wilna”), and the Town of
Champion, with offices at 10 North Broad Street, Carthage, New York 13619 (hereinafter
referred to as “Champion”) and the Village of Carthage, with offices at 120 South
Mechanic Street, Carthage, New York 13619 (hereinafter referred to as “Carthage”) and
the River Area Council of Governments, with offices at 10 North Broad Street, Carthage,
New York 13619 (hereinafter referred to as “RACOG”).

RECITALS
1. The Towns of Wilna and Champion and the Village of Carthage
have duly enacted Zoning Laws governing land use within
their communities.
2. Pursuant to the Town Law and the Village Law of the State of
New York, and each municipality’s Zoning Law, a Board of
Appeals is required to be established to provide for the
interpretation of such Zoning Law and other issues relating to
variances from their law.
3. Because of the size of the relative municipalities that are parties
to this agreement, it is physically and fiscally difficult to
maintain separate Boards of Appeals in each community in
compliance with the Town Law and the Village Law of the
State of New York.
4. Pursuant to Town Law and Village Law and Article 5G of the
General Municipal Law of the State of New York, the
communities that are a party to this agreement wish to enter into
an agreement to establish a Cooperative Zoning Board of
Appeals.
5. It is the purpose of this agreement to provide rules and
regulations for such Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises and covenants contained
herein and other good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby
acknowledged, it is agreed as follows:
1. The Towns of Wilna and Champion and the Village of Carthage hereby agree to
establish, fund and maintain a Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals to be known
as the River Area Zoning Board of Appeals.

2. Any community which is a party to this agreement may withdraw from the same
on six months prior written notice to the other communities, which notice must be
a minimum of six months prior to December 31st of each year for Towns and April
1st for the Village. No Town may withdraw from this agreement except at the end
of a calendar year and no Village may withdraw except on April 1st of each year.
3. New communities may be added to this agreement with the consent of a majority
of the others who are then a member, provided, however, that such communities
may only be added commencing on January 1st in any given calendar year for the
Towns and April 1st if a Village and notice of a request to be added must be given
a minimum of six months prior to the beginning of that year.
4. Representation on the Board
a) The Board shall consist of five (5) members. Each municipality shall
appoint one member to the Board for a term of five (5) years, but staggered
so one comes due every year. Initially, the remaining openings shall be
selected by lot and appointed to a two (2) and one (1) year term,
respectfully; then rotated to five (5) year terms among all other
municipalities thereafter. Should another municipality join within two (2)
years, their representative would begin a five (5) year term as a vacancy
occurs.
b) In the event of a vacancy, the community whose member has been lost
shall be allowed to replace that member with a new appointee who shall
serve the unexpired balance of the vacated term.
c) Any new participating municipalities added at a later time shall appoint
their initial representative to a five year term.
5. Term of Agreement
a) Initial Term. This agreement shall be for an initial term to end December
31, 2009.
b) Extension. This agreement shall be automatically extended for an
additional five (5) year period upon the same terms and conditions. If any
community intends not to extend or renew this agreement, it must give
notice to the other communities a minimum of six (6) months prior to the
expiration of the term of this agreement.
6. Duties
a) The Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals shall be charged with hearing
applications for interpretation of the Zoning Law of any of the
communities which are a member to this agreement and/or the granting of
use and area variances upon application for any of the communities that are
a member of this agreement.

b) The Board shall apply those standards for the interpretation and granting of
variances as are contained in the Town Law and the Village Law of the
State of New York as the same may be amended from time to time.
c) Procedure. The procedure for granting or denial of a request for
interpretation or variance shall be strictly governed by the Town Law and
the Village Law of the State of New York provided, however, that all
hearings being conducted by the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals
shall be held at the Town of Champion Municipal Building, 10 North
Broad Street, Carthage, New York 13619.
d) Compliance with Other Laws. The Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals
shall comply in all respects with the requirements of Section 039-m of the
General Municipal Law of the State of New York and provisions of the
State Environmental Quality Review Act and the regulations adopted
pursuant thereto which may apply to any application which is before it.

7. Officers
a) The Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals shall select its own Chairman in
January of each year by vote of a majority of the members. The Board
shall also select an Acting Chairman to serve in the absence of the
chairman. Each community shall have one (1) vote through each of its
members appointed to the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals in the
selection of officers.
b) The River Area Council of Governments will have an individual to act as
Secretary for the purpose of taking minutes and keeping records.
8. Voting
a) Quorum. A quorum of the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals shall be
considered a majority of the members. If, in any given year the number of
participating communities on the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals is
an even number, a majority shall be considered fifty percent (50%) plus
one (1).
b) To successfully pass a resolution on interpretation or variance, a majority
of all potential votes of the Board shall be required.
9. Funding
a) Budget. Each year the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals shall meet in
August to determine a budget for the upcoming fiscal year. The budget
developed shall be submitted to the River Area Council of Governments
for review no later than September 1st of each year. Each participating
community shall review and approve said budget at its next scheduled
meeting In the event such budget is approved, each participating
community shall then provide its pro-rata share of such budget by making

an annual appropriation in its budget, provided that the community acting
as fiscal agent may have its contribution reduced by an amount equal to the
cost of providing fiscal agent services.
b) Budget contributions and payments of expenditures including
compensation to members, shall be managed by the fiscal agent for the
River Area Council of Governments.
c) Board members acting as officers (Chairman and Acting Chairman) may
receive additional compensation, if so budgeted, for holding such offices.
10. Records and Record Keeping
a) The appointed Secretary of the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals shall
serve as the record keeper of the Board of Appeals. That person shall be
charged with the duty of receiving applications and correspondence,
preparing agendas, keeping minutes at the meetings, preparing decisions of
the Board and any other clerical functions normally associated with record
keeping for the Board. Nothing shall prevent the Cooperative Board from
delegating certain ministerial tasks to others such as the River Area
Council of Governments.
b) Location of Records. A copy of the minutes of all Board meetings shall be
filed with the Town or Village Clerk of each participating community.
When applications are received from individual communities, a copy of all
such applications shall be filed with the Clerk of that community. The
application and any materials related to individual applications from any
particular community shall be filed with the Clerk of that community and a
record of that application shall be maintained in that community.
c) Records shall be kept in accordance with provisions of the Public Officers
Law.
11. By-Laws
a) The Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals shall periodically, as it deems
proper, adopt, amend, and review by-laws for its internal operation. Such
by-laws shall be reviewed and approved by the participating communities.
In the event that such by-laws are approved by each of the participating
communities, then upon approval of the Cooperative Zoning Board of
Appeals, such by-laws shall become binding. Upon adoption by the
Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals, a copy of the By-laws shall be filed
with the Clerk of each of the participating communities.
12. Appeals
Should any decision of the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals be appealed, the
community from which the application originated shall be responsible for all legal
costs associated with that appeal and the charges for the same shall not be a charge
to the budget of the Cooperative Zoning Board of Appeals. Each of the

participating communities hereby agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each of
the River Area Council of Governments communities from any claim or cause of
action or any expense, charge, or Attorney’s fees related to such appeal. Only the
community from which the appeal originates shall have any responsibility for
payment of costs related thereto.
13. Amendment
This agreement represents the entire agreement of the parties and all prior
understanding s or agreements are hereby merged herein. This agreement may not
be amended or modified except in writing, duly signed and acknowledged by the
parties.
14. Interpretation
This agreement shall be interpreted by and in accordance with the laws of the State
of New York.
15. Severability
If at any time any portion of this agreement is found to be void, voidable, or
unenforceable for any reason whatsoever, it shall not affect the validity or
enforceability of any other provisions of this agreement.
IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties set their hands and seals this ______day of
_______________________, 2006.
TOWN OF WILNA
By:__________________________________
Paul H. Smith, Supervisor
TOWN OF CHAMPION
By:__________________________________
Terry L. Buckley, Supervisor
VILLAGE OF CARTHAGE
By:__________________________________
G. Wayne McIlroy, President
RIVER AREA COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENTS
By:__________________________________
G. Wayne McIlroy, Chairman

Adopted by the Town of Champion 3/7/2005
Adopted by the Town of Wilna 3/14/2005
Adopted by the River Area Council of Government 3/15/2005
Adopted by the Village of Carthage 3/21/2005
Amendments adopted by the River Area Council of Governments __/__/2006
Amendments adopted by Town of Champion __/__/2006
Amendments adopted by Town of Wilna __/__/2006
Amendments adopted by Village of Carthage __/__/2006
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APPENDIX C
Local Codes and Laws Overview Chart

OverviewChartofCodesandLocalLawsMedina,Ridgeway,Shelby
LocalLaw
Abandonedcars&machinery
Abandonmentofhighwayforpublicpurposes
Adultbusinesses
Alcoholicbeverages
Alternatestozoning&planningboards
Amendingzoningordinance;otherzoningrelated
Amusementdevices;circuses&carnivals
Backflowpreventerrequirements
Bikes
Boating
Brush,grass,weedremoval
Buildingpermit
Buildingscommercial&publicassembly
Buildingsmoving&numberingof
Burningoutdoor
Cabletelevisionadvisoryboard
Celltowermoratorium
CemeteryhoursBoxwood
Compensationtothetownattorney
Constructioncodes
Curfews
Defenseoftownofficersandemployees
Dogcontrollaws
D li
Doglicensefees
f
Drugsandalcoholtestingpolicy
Electricalstandards
Enclosingmaterialswithtaxbills
EnforcementofNYSuniformfireprevention&bldgcode
Ethicscode
Fireworks
Flooddamageprevention
Gamesofchance
Garagesales
GlenwoodLakerules&regulations
Highwayimprovements
Installationofsmokedetectors
Issuanceofappearancetickets
Junkvehiclesandjunk
Kennels
Mining&excavationlaw
Mobilehomes
Multipledwellings
Noisecontrol
Notificationofdefects/obstructionshwysandsidewalks

Medina

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Ridgeway
x
x
x
x
x
x

Shelby
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
X
x

x

x
x

x
x

x
X

OverviewChartofCodesandLocalLawsMedina,Ridgeway,Shelby
LocalLaw
NYSfirepreventioncodeapplicability
Parks
Peddling&soliciting
Policedepartment
Propertyassessment
Publicaccesstorecords
Recycling
Reducingtaxexemptionre:Sections458aand/orboftaxlaw
Refuseandtires;garbage
Repairorremovalofunsafebuildings
Repairshops
Residencyrequirement
Righttofarm
SalariesofTownClerk&HighwaySuperintendent/otherrelated
Saleofmunicipalproperty
Sewerrates&regulations
Sexualharrassmentpolicy
Sidewalks
Signsportable
Smokingpolicy
Snowmobileregulation
Solidwastedisposalandsanitarylandfilllaw
Stopintersections
S
Storagecontainersportable
i
bl
Streetopenings
Streetaddressdisplay
Subdivisionslandregulations
Taxutility
Taxenforcement
Taxexemptionbusinessinvestment
Taxexemptionseniorcitizens
Taxicabs
Termsofoffice
Trees
Vehicle&trafficinVillage;parkingintowns
Veteranstaxexemptions
Water
Weapons
Windenergy

Medina

Ridgeway

Shelby
x

x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
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x
x
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x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
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APPENDIX D
Public Presentation
Slides from the Public Presentations on April 26, 2011 and May 12, 2011.

Options Report Public Presentation

CGR
MedinaRidgewayShelbyStudy
OptionsfortheFuture
PublicPresentationbytheStudyCommittee
April26andMay12,2011
StudyConsultants
CharlesZettek,Jr.,VickiBrown,
CenterforGovernmentalResearch
Rochester,NY14614

www.cgr.org

SharedServices/TownMerger/VillageDissolution
FeasibilityStudyCommittee(1)
`

RepresentingMedina
`
`
`
`

`

AnnBunch
DonColquhoun
CharlieSlack
AdamTableski

RepresentingRidgeway
`
`
`
`

PattyBlackburn
NeldaCallard
RosalindLind
JeffreyToussaint
2
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SharedServices/TownMerger/Village
DissolutionFeasibilityStudyCommittee(2)
`

RepresentingShelby
`
`
`
`

`

Merle(Skip)Draper
LawrenceFox
NathanPace(CommitteeChair)
HowardWatts

Alternates
`
`
`

Medina– AndrewMeier
Ridgeway– RobinGardner
Shelby– KenSchaal

3
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StudyCommitteeOptionsReport
`
`

Presentsoptionsforimprovingdeliveryofcurrent
services
Representsworkoffullcommittee&5subcommittees:
`
`
`
`
`

`

DPW/Highways
EconomicDevelopment/Water/Sewer
Police
Fire/Ambulance
Buildings

Reviewedeveryaspectofmunicipaloperations

4
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KeyCommitteeConclusions(1)
Itdoesnotmakesense:
TodissolveMedinaandleaveTownsintact

1.
`
`

SplittingVillageoperationsbetweenTownswouldbeinefficient
AnnexingMedinatoaTown=seriousfiscalimpactforotherTown

OR

2. Toconsolidatethe2TownsandleavetheVillageinthe
middle
`

WouldmissscaleandefficienciesinherentinincludingthelargerVillage

3. Thereisnobenefittochangingthecurrentfireservice
boundariesatthistime
5
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KeyCommitteeConclusions(2)
4.TheoptionsDONOTcutanyexistingservices
5.Therearetwoapproachestoimprovethedeliveryof
TownandVillageservices:
`

HeightenedSharedServices keepthethree
governmentsbutconsolidatesomefunctions

`

Consolidateintoasingleentity consolidationis
naturalflowfromheightenedsharedservicestoasingle
integratedcommunity.

6
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SavingsandEfficiencies
`

HeightenedSharedServiceswill:
`
`
`

`

Enhancedeliveryofsomekeyservices
Reducecoststhroughefficiencies
Reducesomedirectcosts

Consolidation will:
`

Producemoredirectcostreductions
`
`

`

Lowestimate $205,000
Highestimate $406,000

QualifyforStateConsolidationIncentiveFundingtoreduce
propertytaxes
`

$622,000– newfundingisannualandongoing

7
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COMMITTEEREPORTS

8
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DPW/Highway
HeightenedSharedServicesApproach
`

Haveonewater/sewerdepartment
`
`
`

`

Centralizewaterbilling
`
`

`

Benefits– operationalefficiencies
Directnetcostsavings=$0inshortterm
Longerterm– costreductionlikelyduetobettersystem
deliverydecisions
Benefits– coordinatedbillingandcentralizedstaffing
Directnetcostsavings=$10,000

Havescheduledearlyshift
`
`

Benefits– operationalefficiencies
Directnetcostsavings=$5,100
9
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DPW/Highway
SingleGovernmentApproach(1)
InadditiontoHeightenedSharedServicesapproach:
` CentralizemaintenanceforDPW,highway,police,other
`
`
`

`

Benefits– operationalefficiencies
Directnetcostsavings=$10,000
Requiredinvestment=$100,000foranewbay

RestructureDPW/HighwayLeadership
`
`
`

Benefits– operationalefficiencies
Directnetcostsavings=$25,000
Features– appointedsuperintendent,2deputies,1
water/sewerlead

10
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DPW/Highway
SingleGovernmentApproach(2)
`

Have1fulltimeclericalsupporttotopadministrator
`
`

`

Benefits– operationalefficiencies
Directcostincrease=$28,000

Sellduplicateequipment
`
`

Benefitsreduceoverlap
Onetimesavings=$10,000 $20,000

11
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EconomicDevelopment/Water/Sewer
HeightenedSharedServicesApproach(1)
`

Createprocessforagreementsinvolvingwaterandsewer
outsideVillageboundaries
`

`
`
`

Foundationagreement– howandatwhatcostTownscan
accesssewerandwaterservicesandhowVillagecoststo
providesharedequitably
Developmentagreement– detailsfordevelopers
cost/procedurestoaccesssewerandwaterintheTOVs
Benefits– streamlinedcommunityapproach
Directnetcostsavings=highlylikely,buthardtoquantify

12
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EconomicDevelopment/water/Sewer
HeightenedSharedServicesApproach(2)
`

Haveajointplanning/zoning/codeenforcementprocess
`
`

Benefits– streamlinedprocess,communityfocusonzoning
andplanning
Directnetcostsavings=$15,000

13
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EconomicDevelopment/Water/Sewer
SingleGovernmentApproach
InadditiontoHeightenedSharedServicesapproach:
` MaintaintheexistingagreementbetweenMedinaand
theNiagaraCountyWaterDistrict
`

Benefits– perNYSDepartmentofStatelegalcounsel,ifthe3
governmentsmerge,consolidationlawwouldpermitMedina
tobeconsideredaseparatewaterdistrict
`

`

Thus,nochangeinhowwaterratesdeterminedacrosscommunity

Nodirectcostsavingsassumedbutotherbenefitsasnoted

14
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Police
HeightenedSharedServicesApproach
`

KeepexistingVillagePolicebutpursuesharedservices
withSheriff
`
`

Benefits– potentialforreducedoperatingcostsfortheVillage
andimprovedresponseforTOVs
Directnetcostsavings=subjecttonegotiationwithSheriff

15
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Police
SingleGovernmentApproach
`

Policedepartmentandoperationsremainasanenhanced
serviceprovidedtotheareawithintheformerVillage.
TownsoutsideVillagekeepcurrentSherifflevelservice.
`

Benefits
`
`

`

Implementation
`

`

Keepscurrentlevelofpoliceservice
EliminatesshiftingofcoststoareasoutsidecurrentVillage
RequiresapprovalofNYSLegislatureforeitheratownspecialdistrict
oracitycharterthatincludesservicezones

Noadditionaldirectcostsavingsbutotherbenefitsasnoted

16
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Fire&Ambulance
SingleGovernmentApproach– Town
`

CreateafiredistrictfortheareawithinthecurrentVillage
boundaries;createanotforprofitambulanceserviceto
servetheregion;andcreateaTownambulancedistrict
`

Majorbenefits
`
`
`
`
`
`

`

Legalchange,butnotaphysicalone
OverallcostofVillagefireandambulanceservicecanremainsame
ResidentsofVillage(fire)andregion(ambulance)seenochange
Retirementbenefitsofpaidcareerfirestaffprotected
Thirdpartybillingcancontinue
Issuesofliabilityforlocalgovernmentcanbeeliminated

Onetimecosts=$3,000$5,000totransferambulance
operatingauthority;$25,000 $30,000legalfees
17
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Fire&Ambulance
SingleGovernmentApproach– CityModel
ExistingMedinaF.D.becomesacityfiredepartmentpera
newcitycharter.
` Majorbenefits
`
`
`
`
`

`

Nochangeinhowresidentsreceivefire/ambulanceservices
Costofservicecanremainunchanged
Firecompanyserviceareasunchanged
Medinapaidcareerstaffmaintainretirement/benefits
Citycanhaveagreementwith3volunteercompaniesabout
whorespondsandwhen– modelexistsinRome,NY

Onetimecost
`

$3,000$5,000totransferambulanceoperatingauthority
18
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MunicipalBuildings
HeightenedSharedServicesApproach
`

CentralizeVillageClerk’sfunctionsandcentralizewater
billingandcodeenforcementforall3municipalitiesin
CityHall;sellorleaseVillageClerk’sBuilding
`
`

Benefits– operationalefficiencies,reducecostof1municipal
building
Onetimecostsavings=$105,000to$128,000ifbuildingis
sold,plusbuildingcouldgobackonthetaxroles

19
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MunicipalBuildings
SingleGovernmentApproach
`

SelltheRidgewayTownHallandoncetransitionto
mergedgovernmentcomplete,decidewhethertosellthe
VillageClerk’sBuilding
`

Benefits
`
`

`

Implementation
`

`

Revenuefromsaleofmunicipalbuilding
Allowsfullconsolidationonafunctionalbasis
AssumesmixoffundingtosupportCityHallupgrades

Onetimecostsavings=$123,000 $150,000ifbuildingissold
plusbuildingcouldgobackonthetaxroles

20
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ASpecialIssueforCommunitytoAddress
`

NumerousStudyCommitteerecommendationsinvolve
greateruseof“CityHall”
`
`
`

Buildingisunderutilized
Iskeycommunityasset
Essentialminimalimprovements:newelevatorand2new
handicappedaccessiblebathrooms
`
`

`

Elevator/associatedcosts=$240,900
Restroomimprovements=$79,140

ThecommunityneedstoaddresstheissueofCityHall
anditspotentialroleasapartofamunicipalcampus
21
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FiscalImpactsofConsolidation(1)
`

Have1electedfulltimemanager(supervisorormayor),
whoreceives$70,000(salary/benefits)andpayeachof4
boardmembers$2,500salary/benefits
`

`

Haveonlyoneappointedtopclerk
`

`

Netcostsavings=$103,000

Absorbsomeclerkfunctions
`

`

Netcostsavings=$3,000

Netcostsavings=$46,000

Totalsavingsrange $205,000 $406,000

22
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FiscalImpactsofConsolidation(2)
`
`

Majorconsolidationbenefit=increasedAIMfundingof
$622,000
Couldbecomeatown
`
`

`

Costimpact– wouldloseGrossUtilitiesReceiptsTaxof
$94,400
Wouldrequirestatelegislationtocreateapolicedistrict

Couldseekacitycharter
`
`

Muchharderprocessthanconsolidatingasatown
Revenuebenefits:
`
`

KeepGrossUtilitiesTax
ShiftcostofcourtstoNYS=$115,000

23
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PropertyTaxSavingsConsolidatingasaTown
`

AssumesentityisaTown
`
`

`

BaselineinVillage=$1.86/$1,000
BaselineinTownsOutsideVillage:
` Shelby=$.70/$1,000
` Ridgeway=$.71/$1,000
AtHighEndEstimate– approx.$.50/$1,000moresavings

24
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PropertyTaxSavingsConsolidatingasaCity
`

AssumesentityisaCity
`
`

`

BaselineinVillage=$2.39/$1,000
BaselineinTownsOutsideVillage:
` Shelby=$1.25/$1,000
` Ridgeway=$1.28/$1,000
AtHighEndEstimate– approx.$.50/$1,000moresavings

25
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CommitteeRecommendations
`

TheVillageandTownBoardsinitiallypursueshared
servicesrecommendationsespecially:
`
`
`

`

`

EconomicDevelopment
JointWateroperations
Consolidatemunicipalbuildings

TheVillageandTownBoardsconsiderconsolidatinginto
onegovernmententity.Committeeconsensusisto
consolidateintoasingleTown.
TheVillageandTownBoardsseekstategrantsto:
`
`

Helpfundajointmunicipalbuildingrenovationcosts
assistwiththelegalandotheronetimecoststoconsolidate
26
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NextSteps
`

ProjectWebsite
`

`
`
`

www.cgr.org/medinaridgewayshelby

FinalreportdeliveredtoJointBoards– 5/31
Committeeworkcompleted
Boardstodecideifandhowtomoveforwardwith
anyrecommendations

27
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THANKYOU!
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS

28
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Q&AfromthePublicPresentationon4/26
Q.Whatwouldbethenameoftheconsolidatedentity?
A. Willneedcommunitydiscussion.
Q. Willconsolidationrequireapublicvote?
A. Yes.Votersinallthreeentitieswouldallhaveto
approveanyconsolidation.
Q. Whydovillagevotersgettovotetwice?
A. Villagevoterswouldvotewhetherornottoconsolidate
theirvillage.Astownresidents,theyalsogettovoteon
whetherornottoconsolidatetheirtown.

29
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Q&AfromthePublicPresentationon4/26
Q.Pleaseexplainthestateconsolidationincentivefunding
A.Since2007,NewYorkStatehasprovidedanincentivefor
entitiestoconsolidate.Thisiscurrentlycalledthe
Citizen’sEmpowermentTaxCredit(CETC).The
legislationcallsfor annualpaymentsbasedona
formula.FortheVillageandtwoTowns,theformula
resultsinanannualpaymentof$622,000peryear
goingforwardifallthreeentitiesconsolidate.Likeall
statefunding,CETCappropriationsaresubjecttothe
annualstatebudgetprocess.

30
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Q&AfromthePublicPresentationon4/26
Q.HowwouldtheShelbyfacilitybeused?
A.Itwillhavetheconsolidatedcourtsandcontinueasthe
centerofhighwayoperations.Theremaining
administrativespaceinthetownhallwouldhavesome
combinationofadministrativeoperations,dependingon
howtheseareorganizedbetweenCityHallandthe
Shelbyfacility.
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Q&AfromthePublicPresentationon4/26
Q.HowwouldCityHallbeused?
A.CityHallwouldcontinuetohousethePoliceandFire
departments.Astheadministrativecenter,key
operationslikefinance,theclerk’sofficeandrelated
operationswilllikelygointotherenovatedbuilding.But
detailsaboutwhatgoesintoCityHallandintothe
administrativespaceattheShelbyfacilityneedtobe
workedoutaspartofadetailedspaceallocationplan.
Makingsurethereisadequateparkingwillbepartof
thedetaileddevelopmentplanningprocess.
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Q&AfromthePublicPresentationon4/26
Q. WhatwillhappentotheelectedTownClerksand
HighwaySuperintendents?
A. First,existingofficeholderswouldserveuntiltheir
currenttermsexpire.
Second,iftheconsolidatedentityisaTown,aspartof
thepublicreferendum,voterswilldeterminewhetheror
nottohavethenewTownClerkandHighway
Superintendentbeappointedorelected.
Third,iftheconsolidatedentityisaCity,theClerkand
Highway/DPWdirectorwouldbecomeappointed.
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Q&AfromthePublicPresentationon4/26
Q. Whatwillhappentocurrentmunicipalemployees?
A. TheintentoftheStudyCommitteeistonoteliminate
anyexistingjobs.Overtime,employeeswillbeshifted
aroundtoimproveresponsetimesorreduceovertime
needs.Toachievethehighestlevelofprojectedsavings,
theCommitteerecommendsnotfillingcurrentlyvacant
positionsandeliminatingtwocurrenthighwaypositions
onlyoncetheybecomevacant.
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APPENDIX E
Public Feedback
Feedback received by the Study Committee following Public
Meetings.

Medina Public Meeting
April 26, 2011
Questions & Answers
The major Questions posed at the April 26 public meeting and responses are
summarized in slides 29 through 34 of the PowerPoint presentation included as
Appendix D

Medina Public Meeting
May 12, 2011
Questions & Answers
Questions posed at the May 12 public meeting and responses provided by the
Committee at that meeting are summarized below.
1. Speaker
a. Q: Who pays in the future for police and fire?
i. For police district – costs remain with Village taxpayers
ii. Fire District - unchanged.
iii. Thus, there is no shift in who pays for police and fire.
2. Speaker
a. Did they explore expanding the police district to town?
i. Yes – didn’t make sense to do this.
b. Have we looked at the current police department facilities?
i. Yes – the idea is to leave police where they are.
3. Speaker
a. Why did TREK go to Lockport?
i. It just expanded to Lockport.
4. Speaker Comment:
a. To respond to previous question – used to be IDA. TREK’s president lives
in Lockport. They could not attract the people who were interested in
living in the Medina area.
5. Speaker
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a. Where is the elevator in City Hall?
i. The architect’s plan for an elevator for City Hall is available for
review.
6. Speaker
a. What about parking at City Hall – very limited?
i. Committee did look at parking, looked at employee needs plus
needs of public. Elevator plus use of drop box. Plus new entrance
at the elevator.
7. Speaker Comment
a. About City Hall
8. Speaker
a. Employees covered by the 5 unions. Are they aware that Police and Fire
won’t be as affected? (She is concerned about loss of union benefits.)
Also, lose the right to elect appointees?
i. Yes there are reductions but through attrition. Committee feels
there is a necessity for making changes over time.
b. Loss of elected officials?
i. It could happen
9. Speaker
a. Doesn’t want to lose Town Clerk
b. Wants to serve on the city Charter commission if that happens
c. It is frightening
10. Speaker
a. Shared services and consolidation – boundary is blurred.
i. Shared services are already working.
ii. Shared services = a logical step toward consolidation.
11. Speaker
a. Reduce P.T. Clerk – that is loss of a job
b. Eliminate 3 in DPW dept over time
c. Water clerk gets called all the time
i. Committee was asked by the employers to recommend
consolidated water billing.
12. Speaker
a. Does the tax cut include Consolidated Empowerment Tax Credits
(CETC)?
i. Yes
b. (Doesn’t believe that CETC will come through. He is afraid that state will
cut the aid)
i. Reality is that if state cuts so much we are going to be in worse
shape.
13. Speaker
a. Why was this meeting published only one time and in the Medina paper?
i. It was in Batavia paper as well as Medina. We did the best we
could.
14. Speaker
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a. At the end of the day – same amount of roads, water lines, etc. Who’s
picking up the slack if you cut positions?
i. Having consolidated Highway staff, instead of 3 separate
departments, allows for more options re: efficiencies
15. Speaker
a. What if we do nothing?
i. We need to at least get a joint planning board and streamlined
economic approach.
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Medina-Shelby-Ridgeway Study
Public Feedback
April 26-May 20, 2011
The comments below were delivered to the Committee via the project
website, email, standard mail or were written on comment forms and handdelivered to Committee members following public forums held April 26 and
May 12, 2011. Providing a name with one’s comment was optional.
(Note: A summary of comments made during the April 26 forum appear in slides
presented at the end of the May 12 PowerPoint Presentation to the Public, and
the comments made at the May 12 forum appear in a separate document. Both of
these documents can be found immediately prior to this feedback summary.)

1. With the outlying areas outside of the confines of Medina be subject to village
taxes should Medina, Shelby & Ridgeway consolidate?
2. I do not believe we can afford to retrofit the Medina City Hall. It's a beautiful
building but will not make a convenient central government facility for the
21st century. The major savings would be in reduced personnel.
3. I cannot see how you can justify the elimination of 2 MEO's. I answer the
phones for our highway department and the calls that I take range anywheres
from the condition of roads during the winter to dead woodchucks in the road.
Our guys do the best they can to keep up with these calls but then are expected
to stay of top of their daily workload. And I\'m sure it\'s the same way in the
Town of Ridgeway and to some extent in the Village.
If our guys are not able to get to some of these calls as fast as the residents
think they should, they call back, upset that we haven\'t gotten to their
problem. And the only reason the problems may not have been gotten to is
due to the fact that there\'s not enough hours in a day. And if two of these
positions get eliminated, you think these things are going to get done any
faster?
I also do the water for the Town of Shelby and I have meters that need to be
repaired or replaced and I keep a running list of such and yes, we do have one
man in general do the water but he is an MEO and has other responsibilities
also. So much work, too few men.
And as far as the shared services, our guys work with other towns and villages
quite regularly and visa versa. Our equipment and manpower are shared. Just
now our Highway Superintendent took some of our equipment over to
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Ridgeway to try and locate a water leak. You couldn't ask for a better bunch
of hard working guys. If this consolidation were to go thru I can see conflicts
arising between the workers. Why not leave things the way they are? It works
and works well, why fix it? Or does it need to be fixed to bail out the Village
of Medina?
It was brought to my attention that the Gwinn St. project was done incorrectly
and that the contractor responsible for the paving had to go back and undo
everything that was wrong and do it correctly themselves. Waste of money on
the villages part?
Speaking as the water clerk, had anyone considered the cost of breaking
contracts with the billing and reading programs so as to maintain water under
one entity? And possibly the cost of switching meters over? It's currently
about $100 per meter to change them from touch readers to radio frequency. I
have worked as water clerk for 15 years and would hate to give up the
personalization that I am able to show my customers.
The parking, or lack of, for the customers if things were to be centrally located
in the Village Hall. Way too far for our elderly to walk, elevator or not. Take
in to consideration the distance in inclement weather.
And that $600 thousand from the State? Really? They can say it's available
but that doesn't guarantee it.
Really, if some of the people on the boards walked in our shoes, they would
also see why too that we feel the way we do. They can talk the talk but they
need to walk the walk.
4. I feel it is too costly to even think about consolidation. If the village if having
financial hardships they need to stop the over spending. I don't think the town
should have to bail them out at our expense. CONSOLIDATION COSTS
MONEY!!!!
I feel the survey didn't compare apples to apples in most instances.
Consolidation would make each and everyone loose their voice in local
government. The personal touch would be gone. I do believe in some shared
services which are already being done. As fas as the 600,000.00 - it is not a
guarantee. I also understand it is not a current amount. Thank you.
5. Who gets to vote on the proposals? I am not a resident of the Towns or
Village, but I own property in the village of Medina and in the town of
Shelby. – Christine Mason
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6. I attended tonights public forum regarding Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Shared
Services, Town Merger and Village Dissolution Feasibility Study. I am
thankful for all the work the committee members did.
I was disappointed in the attendance - I hope that before the public votes,
more residents are better informed regarding their options. I was glad to hear
Mr. Pace indicate that no jobs would be lost. I work for the State of New
York (NYS Department of Labor) 31 years - in my department the state is
stressing using "plain language" to explain the pros and cons to the public.
Please use the local newspaper to explain pros and cons of each situation.
7. After reading the consolidation study report and attending the last public
meeting a number of questions and comments came to mind.
Several years ago when a joint Comprehensive Plan and subsequent revision
of Zoning Regulations was undertaken, a strong focus was placed on
determining the interest, needs and concerns of the citizens of the
municipalities involved. Extensive survey work was done at the very
beginning of the process to chart a course of action that truly reflected the
needs and wishes of the communities. Even back then, at the beginning of
personal mass communication, numerous ways for the public to comment and
have input were used. That seems sadly missing in this present work. Also,
this study rather than being guided by an unbiased consultant, is being
conducted by a NFP that in large part owes their existence to grants focused
on downsizing and consolidation. Much independent study has been done on
the issue of municipal consolidation. The results of the majority of it has
shown that efficiencies may be had but cost savings rarely materialize. In fact
in gaining efficient services costs can rise over time. Village government has
been shown to be the most efficient form of government in NYS. Please look
carefully at the history of consolidation in NYS. I am amazed that the option
of becoming a city was even mentioned. That is not going to happen in NYS.
I was very interested in the recommendation to consolidate the Planning and
Zoning Boards and Code Enforcement Offices. Having been a member of the
Orleans County Planning Board for the last sixteen years I have had the
opportunity to closely observe the evolution of planning and zoning practices
in the municipalities now under study. Two facts stand out. First, the Village
of Medina has consistently seen the greatest number of planning and zoning
applications not only in the municipalities under study, but in the entire
county. In my opinion our boards have more experience and better training
than any others in the county. They have focus and vision and are at all times
guided by the law. Second, application reviews and decisions rendered by the
planning and zoning boards in Ridgeway and Shelby have illustrated a
fundamental and deep difference of vision and direction between the Village
and the Towns. The zoning regulations may have been standardized for the
western Orleans communities but their implementation has been vastly
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different. Development at any cost seems to be the focus of development in
the towns. That attitude will never bring harmony or success in the Village.
How with the stroke of a pen do you expect this all to magically change?
As for Code Enforcement, this is a possible point to consolidate services, but
only with a much greater commitment of resources from the towns. For as
long as I have held my position here it has been evident that the programs in
the towns lacked a commitment of interest and resources to have a truly
professional program. The steps necessary to attain the desired level of
professionalism and service would with consolidation result in efficiencies but
very probably at a higher cost. My personal opinion is that whatever the cost
this must be done to protect and serve the people of the communities.
In consolidating planning, zoning and code enforcement programs, there will
be some costs I did not see identified in the study. Such consolidation would
necessitate a new comprehensive plan and a revision of the zoning
regulations. A long and costly process on both counts.
Finally I found Mr. Pace’s comment in the Journal how the committee tried
very hard to “walk in the shoes” of the municipal employees to gain
information necessary for their work somewhat humorous. I can tell you that
the only person that has been in my boots is me. With the exception of a ten
minute conversation with the consultant very early on, no one has contacted
me. In the sixteen years I have served as Village Code Enforcement Officer,
worked with the Village Planning and Zoning Boards and served as a member
of the Orleans County Planning Board, I have completed close to fifteen
hundred hours of training on code enforcement, planning and zoning topics. I
feel that the knowledge gained has given me enough insight to make these
comments.
I am unable to attend the meeting this evening, but wanted to offer these
comments.
Thanks for listening. – Marty Busch
8. Can you please put on Medina, Ridgeway & Shelby Shared Services, Town
Merger & Village Dissolution Study website the architect design for Village
of Medina (City Hall)
9. In regards to the consolidation of the village and 2 towns, I feel there are
several reasons that this would not benefit the taxpayers/citizens of Medina,
Shelby and Ridgeway. First of all, as the bookkeeper for the Town of Shelby
for almost 13 years, I would like to question box #25 of the Power Point
Presentation for Public Forum that was presented on 10/19/2010. It states that
Shelby has a DARE program. In the 13 years I have been here, I have never
known Shelby to have a DARE program, which makes me aware that more
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information being presented to the public is not completely correct. (Note:
The Study Committee corrected the slide noted. It now reads DAPC for Drug
Abuse Prevention Council.)
Since the need to cut back on employment/employees is being heavily
considered, why not start with the amount budgeted for the Village of Medina
employees, considering that is the main reason this consolidation is even
being looked into.
Loss of jobs is only going to add loss of services to the public, which we at the
Townships receive complaints on every day. Town of Shelby is already short
1 MEO. There isn’t\'t enough hours in the day for our highway men to keep
up with their daily work, let alone the complaints that come in on a daily basis
regarding snow plowing, holes in the roads, water issues, etc. What sense does
it make to our public to cut back on 2 more MEO positions and be down a
total of 3 men? Absolutely none.
As for cost savings....What cost savings? First and foremost is the
$622,000.00 that is being thrown out there. That money or amount is not
guaranteed by any means, and even if the state does grant it, will the state
have it to give? Then we have all the improvements that need to be done, such
as an elevator, restrooms, 3 bay garage, etc. Again, what savings?
I firmly believe that this study was not done with a committee of \"bias\"
individuals and is very unfair to the employees of said entities.
Thank you.
10. Medina-Ridgeway-Shelby Study
• I have a concern about the Centralizing Village Clerk’s functions and
centralize water billing and code enforcement for all 3 municipalities into City
Hall. Has there been any thought about parking issues?
• I have had some people ask who would be eligible to vote. Would it be
property owners or registered voters?
• Each town and village has their own zoning text now. Would the zoning
text have to be rewritten if there is a merger?
• Has there been any consideration about including shared services with the
School District? One thing that I feel could be beneficial is a shared fuel barn.
• Is the $622,000 guaranteed to get every year? – Kirk Myhill
11. The following is an email exchange of comments involving resident Mary
Woodruff, Ridgeway Town Supervisor Brian Napoli, and CGR Project
Director Charles Zettek Jr.
Hello (CGR staff member),
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Allow me to introduce myself, please. I am Mary Woodruff, a lifelong
resident of the village of Medina. I am good friends with Rosalind Lind and
Nelda Callard. I presented many questions to both committee
members regarding the study that was done involving
Shelby/Ridgeway/Medina. Rosalind was not able to answer the questions, so
she suggested I go to the source...you and your team.
I viewed the video that was posted on the web (Apr 27) which featured
Nathan Pace, spokesperson for the Committee of 12. (that's my reference to
the select panel) I had a strong objection to his usage of the phrase "there is
no justifiable reason not to consolidate". That biased presentation threw me
into a tailspin because not all of us wanted any type of merger...nor the study
done in the first place. Obviously you can tell I am one of those people.
Before I begin my questions, let me tell you more about my stance. In my
workplace we had a "consolidation or merging" of three district buildings
which resulted initially in the loss of 14 teaching jobs. (We were promised
there would be NO reduction in staff) Within a short time following this
action more jobs were lost because services were "streamlined" (a nice way
of saying reduced) and the students were affected. But the taxes went down.
Some of the residents in the district I worked were very upset that they had
lost their "neighborhood" school and were now forced to do things differently,
such as placing their kindergarten child on a bus for 40 minutes to go to the
new elementary school located eight miles away while in reality...they lived a
block from the former elementary school. Unfortunately the whole merger
was simply DONE and the people never had an opportunity to vote on the
proposition. Oh yes, there were public forums also...but unfortunately the data
gathered influenced those in charge and the change was made regardless of
how people felt about it. Which leads me to my first question:
1. Please explain to me why the eligible voters in the village of Medina will
vote twice on the "Merge" proposition while the residents of voting age in the
Town of Shelby/Ridgeway vote once.
2. Please explain to me, for example, within the highway department the
elected superintendents will be abolished and a new "commissioner" will be
appointed (?) along with two deputies...how will this all be done? What
format does your consulting company have in mind to initiate this proposal?
Where is the democracy in this format? What happens to the officials who
were already elected by the people to serve the people?
3. How many jobs will be lost just in the three work (highway, roads, streets)
maintenance
/plowing crews (Shelby/Medina/Ridgeway which I believe are referred to as
WTE) if not immediately, in the near future? What is your projected
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number? You know the WTE's will be reduced just as sure as I know my
name is Mary. What is the proposed goal?
I am only proposing a few questions at this time so I can review your reply. If
your reply leads me no where, I will continue to present these questions to
some source until they are answered.
My reading of your collected data and its analysis will continue and the list of
questions will grow.
I look forward to your responses and I appreciate the time it will take for you
to complete this courtesy.
Respectfully,
Mary Woodruff

Reply from Brian Napoli
Hi, Mary:
This is Brian Napoli. While I am not on the committee, I have attended some,
not all, of the meetings. Also, I read the full report.
In the interest of helping, I will attempt to answer your questions. I am not an
expert on this study. My answers come from what I have learned from the
meetings and reading the report.
Also, I have copied Vicki, Charles, and members of the committee.
If, after you read this, you have more questions, please let me know and I will
attempt to help.
1. Voting. The reason residents of the Village vote twice is because they live
in both the Village of Medina and, depending on what part of the Village, in
either Ridgeway or Shelby. They vote once to decide if the Village should
dissolve, and, again to decide if their respective Town should merge. You are
correct, it does sound odd. However, if you think about it, Village residents do
live in two municipalities. It is only fair to allow them to vote on both
dissolution and merger.
2. Appointed Clerk and Highway Superintendent. It is my understanding that
this is a proposal. If we consolidate to one Town, we do not have to have an
appointed Clerk and Highway Superintendent. They can be elected. It will be
the people's choice. However, if we re-organize as a City, it is my
understanding that the Clerk and Highway Superintendent must be appointed.
I believe this has to do with State Law and the State Constitution. If we
consolidate to one Town, the proposal that would be part of the referendum
would state either appointed or elected Clerk and Highway Superintendent.
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Also, regardless of what the decision is, it can always be changed by another
referendum.
3. Job loss. The proposal is for any job reduction to happen through attrition
(retirements). Initially, there will be one Superintendent and two Assistants.
One to handle water/sewer and the other streets and roads. There is no real
way to determine how many will be lost at one time. It will have to be
watched over time. As time passes, needs will have to be examined to see if
the department should be reduced.
I hope this answers your questions. If you have any more please feel free to
contact me.
Thank you for your interest.
Sincerely,
Brian
Response to Brian Napoli, from Mary Woodruff
Hi Brian,
Thank you for your quick and informative response. I am communicating
while staying in Sanibel, FL, so I was not able to attend the first informative
meeting.
Your responses have added depth to my knowledge and helped to clear many
of my questions. Your explanation of the voting process finally makes sense
to me...thank you.
The upkeep of the roads and plowing of these same pathways is very much a
concern of mine. I have so many friends living elsewhere and have to deal
with very poor upkeep while paying high taxes. I have always been very
satisfied and appreciative of these employees who are out in all kinds of
weather/conditions providing the means for safer traveling on the streets,
roads, and highways. I just hate to see this changed at all. I did get upset
when I read that a husband and wife team served on this committee. I know
one was a 'consultant' but I had real difficulty with that selection. As you
recall I tried to get on this committee originally by conferring with you but I
was too late. I am still very interested in serving on any of the subcommittees if you should decide to broaden the choice of participants. People
can't get involved if they have no idea there are openings. I don't get the
Journal-Register for very personal reasons...and I find it extremely difficult to
know what is going on in Town of Ridgeway. Would you please suggest a
means of communication I could use to keep updated on all committee
openings/and/or elected positions. I know I was offered zoning and I am still
considering it...but I had hoped for a more "active" role.
2. Just the fact that we would have to lose our vote as to who became Town
Clerk and Superintendent is enough for me to reject the choices. I don't want
to lose my voice in government. In the village I have no voice as to who our
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Village Clerk is and other assigned positions. Unfortunately all of those are
"appointed" by a mayor who may only be 'one term' and then we are 'stuck'
(for lack of a better descriptive word) with his/her appointees. So...I definitely
do not see any positive solutions with any of these proposals. (I want you to
know this because you are my Supervisor...and part of the reason, I am told,
that this whole study came about was the "squeaky" voices demanding
changes were heard and acted upon. While the silent (perhaps majority) was
not having a problem with the system as is) This way you know and I would
love to let my Town Council know. Is there a website or a means of
communicating with these people available? I am never, ever asked my
opinion on any political issue...how do these representatives know where their
constituents stand? Seriously, how?
3. Nice explanation...unfortunately I see that the Commissioner would be
management (that's a loss right there) and the deputies would what....be
appointed? Hmmm...I am losing my voice in my local government once
again. This is very scary. I see the same names on the committees...village
and town...I see generations family members serving on the committees...I see
three members from the same family serving on the committee in Ridgeway.
Yikes. That is scary. Where is the representation here? So...number 3 really
does nothing to secure my positive vote for any of the proposals dealing with
this topic.
Again, I thank you for your responses and for listening to me. I fear the
power of the State Regs moving in and the voice of the common man being
stifled one more time...all for the almighty dollar.
Respectfully,
Mary Woodruff
Charles Zettek (CGR) response to Mary Woodruff
Good afternoon Mary,
Thank you for sending your comments to us. We will forward them to the
Committee to take into consideration as they develop the final report to
present to the town and village boards after the two public hearings.
Brian Napoli provided an excellent response to your questions, which is pretty
much how I would have answered them.
I think a key starting point is to remember that any consolidation of any of the
governments would require a public referendum. This seems to be different
than the situation you described regarding the shutting down of schools
through a consolidation and merging process, which was done by a school
board. Any consolidation of actual governments, i.e. the two town and one
village governments, will require a public vote, per state law. Thus, it will
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come down to a democratic vote by the people whether or not to consolidate
their governments.
Regarding your three questions:
1. Brian’s answer is what I would have said. It is no different than what
currently exists. Village voters get to vote in a village election now. Village
voters also independently get to vote in a Town election now because they are
voters in a Town. Town voters outside the village get to vote in the Town
election.
2. Brian’s response hits all the key points. By state law, Towns can choose
whether or not to have elected or appointed Clerks and Town Highway
Superintendents. If a Town currently has an elected clerk and/or an elected
highway superintendent, these can be changed to appointed positions, but only
after a public vote to make that change. So, such a change would not be able
to occur unless a majority of voters approve it. In the case of a new town
being created under the consolidation scenario described in the report, the
voters would have to approve, as part of the creation of the new town, whether
or not to have the town clerk and highway superintendent positions be
appointed or elected. If, instead of a town, the proposed new entity were to be
a city, the city clerk and director of public works positions would have to be
clearly identified in a proposed city charter. To my knowledge, there is just
one city with an independently elected public works commissioner, and they
are currently studying whether or not to change their city charter. I know of
no independently elected city clerks – usually they are appointed by city
council. However, the question about these positions in a proposed city is
beyond the scope of this study. That would be something to be addressed by
the next phase of the project – if in fact the town boards and the village board
wished to study what it would take to create a city. To move forward, they
would need to create a city charter commission to draft up a proposed city
charter, which would also have to be approved by the majority of voters in a
public vote prior to anything happening.
By the way, in terms of current elected officials, they would serve out their
term until such point in time that any newly created entity comes into effect.
There have been some towns that have gone from an elected to an appointed
highway superintendent. In those cases, the last person running for the
position understands that they will be the last elected person holding that
position.
So, there is always a transition period.
3. Brian summarizes the committee’s recommendations regarding staff
reductions – these would be based on experience with whether or not the work
required could be performed with less staff over time as the larger combined
work force achieves efficiencies, and naturally occurring vacancies would
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simply not be filled. The specific answer to your question regarding how
many jobs will be lost has two parts to the answer. There are 7 different
DPW/Highway operations recommendations listed in the main section of the
Options report. None of these result in direct job losses – they represent
shifting employees around in some cases to improve response times and
reduce overtime needs, or, in the case of the clerical support, there is the
recommendation to create a full-time administrative support position to
provide better support than can be provided by the part-time positions
currently providing back-up to the highway departments. In a separate
section toward the end of the report, the committee identified additional
possible future efficiencies that could save personnel costs. These are listed
on page 34 of the (Options) report. For highway operations, these consist of
not filling a currently vacant position, and eliminating two highway worker
(MEO) positions as they become vacant, for a total of three positions.
I will forward your original e-mail and this response to the Committee Chair,
for distribution to all of the Committee members for their consideration.
Please feel free to forward any other questions to me, or the Committee
Chair, Nathan Pace, who is copied in on this e-mail.
Thank you for your interest.
12. Good work! All areas of government and school need to look at consolidation.
Need to reduce some of the chiefs. 3 current hwy supers should not
automatically go into 3 highest DPW spots. Are we keeping all town clerks?
Or absorbing into different roles. Need to cut supervisors and duplicative roles
to realize savings. Ridgeway Hwy Superintendent is not qualified to head
hwy. operation. Ask him what his work plan is for 2011. Elected officials
should not automatically keep their jobs. (Board members, hwy supers, town
clerks). Will there be job descriptions for these new positions? Or civil service
requirements? Should have had employee representation on committees for
input.
Get a leader that can follow through and bring everybody together. “Make it
Happen.” Let’s be on the Right side of the curve instead of the END. Set an
example.
13. Will city hall contain the governments? Why were services more out of city
hall? – Susanne Keryk
14. Congratulations for thinking outside the box. Job well done. I agree with you,
Mr. Pace, residents in the future will look back on this change in 2011 and
appreciate your forward thinking. Less government, more efficient
government and less taxes were the reasons I ran for a Legislator seat. You
have my full support. – Lynne Johnson, Legislator
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15. I think the Board is clueless and gutless. The fact that everyone gets along and
agrees shows spinelessness. Not eliminating positions and reducing the
government workforce again is gutless. The idea that you can maintain the
current services is la-la dreamer thinking. There is no money. The ship is
sinking, it’s too late. The problem is you all have spent too much, grew
government and bled it dry through tax and grab. Cut spending and prepare
for the worst. Hard times are just beginning. Good luck. – David Kusmierczak
16. I would like to see the town tax dropped for the people who live in the
Village. We do not get any services from the towns at all. Make the Village
employees pay more into their health care and other benefits. You have people
in the department now that do not do their jobs now. Call me and I’ll talk to
you about it.

